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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume U(XXXVI No. 133 In Our 96th Year
Tenure Denials To Be
Yearly Part Of MSU
Policy, Curris Says
Murray State University President Dr. tenure decision process, from the
Rellogiatarroad univmsffy--,-
tenure denials will be a yearly part of wide levels, and that professional
university operations, and that the process disagreements do occur. The university's
has been affirmed by the faculty members goal, however, is clearly agreed to, and
themselves. _that is .we—seek- a permanent faculty
"I thitikitiiirnportanftiTremembei that composed of professors outstanding in
this year the faculty reaffirmed the teaching, research and public service."
principle that when tenure is not granted,
a professor will be employed for only one
additional year. Because of this policy,
tenure denials will undoubtedly occur
every year, as rigorous standards are
applied to determine who will be admitted
to the permanent faculty of the univer-
sity," he said in a statement this morning.
"I think it is also important," he con-
tinued, "to keep in mind that a great many
people at the university are involved in the
Thirteen out of 40 faculty members
considered for tenure this year were given
terminal contracts by the' university, and
will begin their last year with the in-
stitution next fall.
Administrative assistant to the
president Kaj Spencer emphasized this
morning that tenure decisions are made
not only on the competence and
qualifications of the professor involved,
but also of the long range needs of the
students of the university.
Country Music Show To
Aid Baseball Association
Mayor John E. Scott helped get the
Murray Baseball Association's fund
drive underway by purchasing a ticket
to a country music show from Tom
Perkins, temporary chairman of the
Murray Baseball Association.
The Baseball Association is un-
dertaking the fund drive to secure
equipment for the program. Inflation
and other uncontrollable factors were
listed as the major reasons behind the
current need for additional funds, a
spokesman said.
The ticket sales will end Saturday
afternoon with a country music concert
by Darrell Gibson and Kentucky Jones.
The benefit program will be at Holland
Stadium Saturday evening at 7:30. A
country ham will be given away at that
time.
Boys in the baseball program will be
selling tickets in Murray and Calloway
County. Any boy selling twenty-five or
more tickets will receive a pocket
transistor radio. The tickets are $1
each. -----
The Murray Baseball Association has
a total of thirty-one teams. The
youngest players begin in the T-ball
league, and the oldest play Colt League
ball. The ages range from five through
sixteen. There are nearly five hundred
boys in the program and each team has
one manager and a coach making a
total of sixty-two men in the program
plus the five league presidents and their
assistants.
Little league, Pony League, and the
Colt League have already begun their
season which will continue for seven
weeks. T-Ball, Park League, and
Kentucky League will begin Monday,
June 7th.
This year, for the first time, Murray
Colt League has a full schedule of
games with the Mayfield Colt League.
Each city has four teams. Murray is
currently leading the series three
games to one.
Baseball is offered every evening,
except Wednesday and Sunday
evenings at the Murray City Park.
There is no admission charge for any of
the games.
Mayor John E. Scott buys a ticket to the Murray Baseball Association's
Country Music benefit show to be held this Saturday night.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 5, 1975 15' Per Copy
ONE INJURED—One person was injured In this two car ac-
cident this morning at 11:54, according to Murray City Police.
Officers said this car, driven by Albert Ke), 811 Broad, was going
south on 15th Street, when it collided with a pickup truck driven by
Mark Lobstein, of Fairview Heights, Ill. The truck, owned by
Blankenship Auto Parts, was going east on Main Street. The Key




The ASCS office is now receiving
requests for cost-sharing under the 1975
Emergency Program for farms severely
damaged from the flood in the spring of
1975.
Farmers, who feel the damage is suf-
ficiently severe and their capabilities are
such that assistance is necessary to
correct the problem, should contact the
ASCS office and request assistance by no
later than July 1, 1975.
Methodist Conference Concludes
At MSU Wednesday Afternoon
A recommendation approved Wed-
nesday at the annual Memphis United
Methodist Conference has barred
homosexuals from the ministry of the
United Methodist Church, as the annual
meeting came to a close here yesterday.
The move affirmed a stand on the
subject taken earlier by the
denomination's Council of Bishops, and
was adopted by a show of hands as the
Memphis Conference, which includes
about 70 Methodist churches, closed its
four-day meeting on the Murray State
campus.
The Council of Bishops said
homosexuals are "persons of infinite-
worth in the sight of God" but that the
church does not condone their practices
nor support their becoming ministers.
Jerry Wilson, lay minister and press
representative of the conference, said
most of the 500 delegates were on hand for
the vote, which some had predicted would
be preceded by debate
The question, Wilson said, had "national
significance." He added that the "matter
will be finally decided churehwide'.' at the
_doer* C..mail.tem of the chunk in_
Portland, Ore., in April 1976.
The meeting included workshops on the
subject of human sexuality.
Bishop Ellis Finger of Nashville, Tenn..
E
told the delegates that sexuality "now is
being exploited, distorted and prostituted
by movies, written matter and, subtly, on
television."
He called the issue of sexuality "a must
area" for work by the church in general
and said it needs "further and more ex-
tensive studies at the local level on the
order of psychology and theology."
The Rev. Bill Davis, pastor of Memphis
Golden United Methodist Church, filed
nine recommendations for racial im-
provement in the denomination, including
priority for the appointment of a black
district superintendent.
The conference operates through 20
districts, each of which is headed by a
superintendent. The conference has
113,000 members and about 600 churches.
Davis said apathy on the part of black
Methodists "is due to the appearance of
the predominantly white membership that
doesn't care what happens to the black
members.
Also adopted at the Wednesday session
were three 1976 priority ministries for the
church: Christian outreach and witness;_
Developing leaders for the chureh; altd
Responding to the world's hungry people.
The list of lay delegates to the
jurisdictional conference was also com-
pleted, with the election of Mrs. Lee
A
Nicholson, of Memphis. The list of clergy
delegates to the jurisdictional conference
was completed with the election of Edwin
Diggs of Brownsville, Tenn., Wesley
McKinnie, also of Brownsville; Rev. Mrs.
Ora Belle Peck, of Paris; and D. W.
mMOTts of Memphis. Dr. Harry Sparks.
of Murray, was elected as a reserve
delegate.
Changes in pastoral appointments by
district, affecting Western Kentucky
churches, included the following:
PADUCAH DLSTRICT
The Rev. Warren Phillips is moving
from Lone Oak United Methodist Church
to McKenzie, Tenn., First Church, while
the Rev. J. Robert Crump is moving to
Lone Oak from Andrews Memorial Church
in Memphis, Tenn.
The Rev. Bill F. Riley is moving from
Christ Church at Mayfield to Concord
Church, with the Rev. Hoyt Owen moving
from Concord to Christ Church in
Mayfield.
The Rev. Jim Stubbs is moving from
Trinity Church in Paducah W the Brien
sburg-Maple Springs Pariah and the post
as director of the Lakeland Parish. He is
replacing the Rev. T. Wright Pillow who ir
moving to Galloway Church in Memphis
The Rev. James M. Calhoun, mean-
(See Methodist, Page 14)
and Main, and plunged into a hole dug this week to install an
underground gas tank. The hole was about 15-18 feet deep, and the
car came to rest standing upright. Key was taken to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, suffering from a possible dislocated
knee and a cut hand. Hospital officials listed him in satisfactory
condition shortly after noon.
Staff Photo by David Hill




Three persons were sentenced to prison




J. D. Fox was sentenced to one year
after pleading guilty to a break-in at the
Beth-non Stake Co., and sentenced to two
years after a guilty plea to a break-in at
Calloway County High School, in which a
quantity of sugar was alleged taken. The
sentences will run concurrently, according
to Christopher.
Tommy Miller and Johnny Miller were
sentenced to three years each on each of
two counts of breaking and entering after
pleading guilty to break-ins at Calloway
High and Southwest Elementary School.




One person was injured in a motorcycle
accident Wednesday at 10:25 p.m., ac-
cording to Murray City Police who in-
vestigated the incident.
Robert L. Smith, Jr., n, of Winchester
Apts., was treated for injuries at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, ac-
cording to hospital authorities.
Investigating officers said the motor-
cycle was going east on Cardinal Drive
and went out of control when trying to
avoid a bridge that was out. The bike was
listed as a total loss, according to police.
Showers Today
Increasing cloudiness and warm, with a
chance of showers and thundershowers
this afternoon and tonight. High today in
the mid to upper 80s. Lows tonight in the
low 60s. Decreasing cloudiness and a little
cooler Friday. High in the mid to upper
70s.
Winds southerly 10 to 15 miles per hour
today, shifting to westerly late tonight.
Outlook for Saturday partly cloudy and
mild.
Precipitation chances 40 per cent today,
50 per cent tonight.
Partly cloudy Saturday and early Sun-
day, a chance of thundershowers late Sun-
day and Monday. Seasonably warm and
humid during the period, with early mor-
ning lows in the upper 50s to the mid 60s
and daytime highs mostly in the 80s.
Wholesale Price Hikes
Reported Slower In May
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increases in
wholesale prices slowed to four-tenths of a
per cent in May after April's sharp jump,
the Labor Department reported today.
Two-thirds of the May increase was at-
tributed to higher prices for farm produc-
ts.
Wholesale prices had fallen for four con-
secutive months before rising 1.5 per cent
in April. However, the Ford adminis-
tration said that sharp one month increase
did not portend a return to the high
monthly rates of inflation in 1974.
Although the sharp slowdown in
wholesale prices this year has not been
fully reflected at retail, they have slowed
the pace of consumer price increase.
Wholesale prices in the past three months
have risen at an annual rate of 5.5 per cent
while the annual rate at retail has been 5.8
per cent during this period.
Industrial commodities prices rose only
two-tenths of a per cent last month
following increases of one-tenth in each of
the previous two months.
Economists regard the industrial com-
modities portion of the Wholesale Price In-
dex as a truer measure of inflation be-
cause food prices are more erratic and
therefore do not have as great an impact
on the overall price structure as do
changes in industrial prices.
The four-tenths rise in wholesale prices
last month, although high by historical














Deaths & Funerals 14
creases typical in 1974.
In May, farm products rose 2.9 per cent
following a jump of 6.7 per cent in April.
Processed food and seed declined nine-
tenths of a per cent, following a rise of 3.5
per cent the previous month.
Combining these two sectors,
agricultural prices rose sixtenths of a per
cent to a level 8.2 per cent above May 1974.
The rise in the agricultural sector
resulted mainly from higher prices for
livestock, raw cotton, potatoes, live
poultry and eggs. Livestock alone was
reported up 14.1 per cent last month.
Meanwhile, industrial prices remained
fairly stable, continuing a trend that began
earlier this year. The largest increases in
this sector were for lumber and wood
products, fuels and power.
The Wholesale Price Index last month
stood at 173.2, meaning that it cost $173.20
to buy goods that cost $100 in the 1967 base
year.
More than SO boys and girls participated in the first annual junior Fishing Rodeo
held at Devils Elbow in land Between The Lakes recently: yhe annual re is
sponsored by the Deer Spoctsmans Club, the merchants of .Murray, and TVA.
Winners included: third place, 7-year old division, Margy Burchfield, Murray, kV:
first place, 9-year old division, Tim Burchfield, Murray, KY. Land Between The
Lakes is a 170,000-acre public outdoor recreation area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
(TV A Photo)
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Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, left, installed the officers for the Murray Woman's Club. They are, from
left, Mrs. Bob Billington, 2nd vice; Mrs. Harold Beaman, recording secretary; Mrs_ Tom Brown, 1st
vice; Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, president; Mrs. Donald Burchfield, treasurer and Mrs. Charles Hoke,
corresponding secretary. The last three were reelected to second terms.
Chairmen for the departments of the Murray Woman's club for the coming year are from left:
Mrs. Edwin Strohecker, Delta; Mrs.). B. Burkeen, Theta; Mrs. Donald Brock, Music Mrs. Ronald
Cella - Garden; Mrs. Nola Lewis - Home; Mrs. Farouk Umar - Creative Arts; Mrs. Tommy Alexan-
der - Sigma; Mrs. June Smith - Alpha; Mrs. Salvatore Matarazzo - Zeta. Mrs. Robert L Warren -
Kappa, was not present.
Murray Woman's Club Passes
Resolution; Honors Royal Kain
The Murray Woman's Club
voted to support the Murray
Calloway County Hospital
Board to take the necessary
steps to provide around-the-
clock emergency . service for
proper care of the patients in its
final business meeting Monday
evening, May 26. Mrs. Nola
Lewis, chairman of the Home
Department, brought this
business in the form of a
petition from her department.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president, conducted the
meeting following a garden
memorial service and a Ken-
tucky Federation Woman's
Club Bi-Centennial themed
dinner in the club house.
The garden program held in
the formal grounds behind the
club house was conducted by
Mrs. Harlan Hodges who spoke
lovingly of the ac-
complishments and lives of the
four members of the club, whq
died during the past year. They
were Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, Miss
Cappie Beale, Mrs. Carnie
Hendon and Mrs. E. R. Hagen.
A Blaze rose bush
was planted by Mrs. LaFollette
and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
chairman of the Garden
Department, as a growing
beautiful memory of these
departed members. Mrs.
William Porter sang "My
Shepherd Will supply My
Needs" and accompanied
herself on the autoharp. Mrs.
June Smith read from the Bible
and Mrs. Max Hurt gave the
prayer.
Royal Kain, plant manager of
Fisher-Price Industry here and
Mrs. Kain were recognized for
their gift of 81000.00 for the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs Bi-Centennial
Book Shelf project. They were
honored guests at the "Ring The
Bells of Freedom" dinner. Mrs.
Rex Benifield, district gover-
nor, Boaz, and Mrs. C. C. Lowry
made presentation speeches
and gave Mr. and Mrs. Kain a
certificate.
Sponsored by the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club annually is a
short story contest for students
and adults. Jimmie
Finkston's short story won first
place in the state contest. Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, 2nd viCe -
president of the Murray
organization and contest
chairman, presented the 17-
year-old junior from Murray
High School the state silver
award and a money gift from
the Alpha Department. He was
the dinner guest, too, and is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L.
Pinkston, 1611 Magnolia Drive.
Mrs. Jones announced that
the Murray club entered eight
state contests and won six first
places with the winners being
Mrs. Dan Harrell for a woven
basket; Mrs. Jack Andersen,
crochet; Mrs. Tass Hopson, a
linen table cloth which required
386 hours hand work; Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club members who appeared on the
memorial service for deceased members are, seated, Mrs.
William Porter, music; standing - left, Mrs. June Smith, the
Bible reading Mrs. Max Hurt, prayer and Mrs. Helen Hodges,
program leader and speaker. Those honored were Mrs. E. R.
Hagen, Mrs. Carnie Hendon, Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, and Miss
Cappie Beale.
Miss Vicki Andrews
We are pleased to an-
nounce that Miss Vicki An-
drews, bride-elect of Ray
Grimm has selected her
pottery and crystal from
our complete bridal
registry.
Vicki and Ray will be




Charles Moffett, knitting; and
in the student classification,
Karen Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Jones, N. 13th
Street, art; and Jimmy
Pinkston, short story.
In the Score Card division,
Murray won, a citation and
another for the origination of
resolution asking for a change
in the state inheritance tax
law's. 'The resolution was
adopted at the state convention.
Murray's press book won
second place in a 92 book
competition, and was compiled
by Mrs. John Adams. For




Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, president
of the club 1955-1956, installed
the officers and department
chairmen who will serve the
coming club year. Using the
theme, "I'm 0. K., you're 0.
K." she explained the use of this
attitude and how it could change
the attitude of the entire
community. Mrs. Waldrop
served on a "Clean Up" com-
mittee in the Home Department
when the project won the 8500
Shell Oil Award.
Installation included general
officers: Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
to serve her second year as
president; Mrs. Tom Brown, 1st
vice; Mrs. Bob Billington, 2nd
vice; Mrs. Harold Beaman,
recording secretary; Mrs.
Donald Burchfield, treasurer;
and Mrs. Charles Hoke,
corresponding secretary. The
latter two were reelected to
second terms.
Department chairmen wwho
will serve the coming year are:
Alpha - Mrs. June Smith;
Creative Arts-Mrs. Farouk
Umar; Delta- Mrs. Edwin
Strohecker; Garden; Mrs.
Ronald Cella; Home- Mrs. Nola
H. Lewis; Kappa-Mrs. Robert
L. Warren; Music-Mrs. Donald
Brock; Sigma:Mrs. Tommy
Alexander; Theta-Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen; Zeta-Mrs. Salvatore
Matarazzo.
The dinner meeting opened
with Miss Mayrelle Johnson
leading the pledge of allegiance
to the flag. Mrs. Clifton Harrell
gave thanks for blessings. The
Home and Sigma Departments
were hostesses and provided the
table decorations-white cloths,
red, white and blue candles;
and "Ring The Bells of
Freedom" bells on the
speakers' table. The roses in
silver bowls were from the
garden of Mrs. James
Hamilton.
Mrs. William Porter sang
"My Old Kentucky Home,"
accompanying herself on the
autoharp. The audience joined
her in singing the chorus.
Mrs. Benifield urged new
officers and all members to
attend the District and State
Conventions, and paid special
tribute to Mrs. LaFollette for
leadership and cooperation on
the district and state programs.
The Music department won the
attendance award with 13
members'  present.  Those
Winning door prizes were Miss
Rebecca Dublin, Mrs. John
Adams and Mrs. Charles
Moffett.
In memory of deceased Murray Woman's Club members,
a garden program was observed at 5:30 p.m. May 26. Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, chairman of the Garden Department, and
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, president, plant a Flame rose in the gar-
den back of the club house. Deceased members in 1974
were Mrs. E. R. Hagen, Mrs. Carnie Hendon, Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn, and Miss C_appie Beale.
A Kentucky Federation Women's Club Bi-Centennial
award was presented to Royal Kain and Mrs. Kain, second
from left, for the $1000 they gave to the KFVVC Bi-
Centennial Book Shelf project this year. Mrs. Rex Benifield,
governor, Boaz, left, and Mrs. C. C. Lowry, second from right,
made the presentation at the Murray Woman's Club dinner.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, president, is at the right.
Mr., Mrs. Staples
Attend Graduation
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Staples
have returned home after
spending two weeks in
Oklahoma City visiting their
son and daughter-in-law, Dr.
and Mrs. Rob Staples.
While there they attended the
graduation of both their
granddaughters and the
graduation of the oldest
granddaughter's husband,
Marshall R. Ferrell. The oldest
granddaughter, Karen Staples
Ferrell, graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Bethany Nazarene
College with a B. S. degree,
majoring in math. Her husband
graduated with a B. S. degree,
majoring in biology.
The youngest granddaughter,
Lynda Jan Staples, graduated
from Putnam City West High
School where she was co-
valedictorian in a class of 603.
She is a member of both the
Oklahoma State and National
Honor Societies and ranked
twelfth in her class.
Shrine Club ToMeet
Here Friday Night
The Murray Shrine Club will
meet at the Seven Seas
Restaurant on U. S. Highway
641 North on Friday, June 6, at
6 730-15:-M .
Norman Klapp, president,
urges all members and their
wives to attend and to note the
change of meeting place
Compare Prices
Vegetables are a "nutri-
tionally good buy" any
time of the year. In season,
many fresh vegetables
should be less expensive.
But this is not always sq.
First be sure the "fresh"
vegetables are really fresh.




When planning your ne%
home, consider extra wide roof
overhangs They'll earn hack
their cost by keeping rooms
cooler in summer and protect-





















































































Jerry Short and His Countrymen will be presented in a program of special country gospel
singing at the Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of God, U. S. Highway 641 South, on Friday,
Jdrie-6, at 730 p. m. TIM-group has appeared at the Grand Ole Opry and at gospel concerts and






Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at seven p. m. at the
library.
WMCF of the Assembly of
God is scheduled to meet at
seven p. m.
Kirksey Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
at the church.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at eight p. m. at the
lodge hall.
Friday, June 6
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be to Roses and downtown
at 12:30 p. m. Call 753-0929 by
11:30 a. m. for transportation.
Golden Age Club will have its
potluck luncheon at noon at the
First United Methodist Church.
Bingo will follow and each one is
asked to bring a "white
elephant" gift.
Friday, June 6
Jerry Short and His Coun-
trymen will present a concert of
country gospel singing at
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God at 7:30 p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at 7:30 p.m. at the riding
club.
Murray Shrine Club will meet
at Seven Seas at 6:30 p. m.
Saturday, June 7
East Calloway PTC will have
a work day at the school to
prepare the baLlfield for the
summer program. Interested
persons are asked to meet at
8:15 a.m. at the school and those
who can to bring trucks and
meet at Seven Seas Restaurant
at 7:30 a.m, to haul dirt to the
school.
Appreciation dinner for in-
corning and outgoing officers of
Murray Moose Lodge will be at
6:30 p. m. followed by a dance at
eight p. m.
Sunday, June 8
Gospel singing will be at
Friendship Church of Christ at
2:30 p.m.
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14 Alice has a
12-year-old kid.•::::
She hasn't got a job
and she s on her own.






Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40
404
ELLEN BURSTYN KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
Academy Award Winner ALT
Best Actress DOESN'T UVE HERE
  ANYMORE7:20,9:20 + 2:30Sat.,Stin.










Lindy's Kidshow Sat. 1 til 2:30
"The Tender Warrior" (G)
Admission Free with Lindy Ticket
753-3314
Thru July 3rd No PASSES
7:15, 9:35, + 2:30Sun.
Special Visual Effects,
Sound •••vd
2 SPECIAL AWARDS For
Sc.encthc Ur Techruc el achserement. Award MimsUIReciprocating Camera. Platiorrii (Omit int
.figorA r '!o.PRAY•400.6r.rp.
`iiir• murk, +raw r Ivo
Reserve Performance Tickets available for fris•Sat.-San. 7,15 Factor's •to 1 week in advance et Cine Setoff ice 7 to 10
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Mrs. Dorval Hendon was
hostess for the May meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club held at her
home with the vice-president,
Mrs. Sylvia Puckett, presiding
in the absence of the president,
Mrs. June Curd.
The- tidiattes- were read by
Mrs. Karen Housden in the
absence of Mrs. Alice Miller,
secretary-treasurer. Members
answered the roll call by giving
a household hint for spring
cleaning. Officers for the new
year to start in September were
elected.
Mrs. Puckett with the aid of
Mrs. Dorval Hendon and Mrs.
Marsha Dale, led a very in-
teresting discussion on the
"Service of The Health
Department."
The devotion was led by Mrs.
Iva Mae Allbritten with the
scrigture reading from Isaiah
42:13 and the topic being "A
Helping Hand."
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Also present were
Patsy and Van Pittman, Beth
Falwell, Iris and Barbara
Casteel, Opal Shoemaker,
Karen and Michael Dale.
The club will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord




Mrs. Vivian Adams opened
her home for the May meeting
of the Coldwater Homemakers
Club with Mrs. Charles Dan
Bazzell reading the scripture
from Isaiah 42:13 and leading in
prayer.
Members answered the roll
call by giving a helpful house
cleaning hint. Information on
the junk car removal program
by the 4-H Club was given by
Mrs. Bazzell.
New officers elected for the
1975-76 year were Mrs. Bazzell,
president, Mrs. Newel Doores,
vice-president, Mrs. Nobel
Fuqua, secretary, and Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell, treasurer.
Also present were Mrs. Earl
Adams, Mrs. Fred Douglas,
Mrs. Larue Mayfield, and Mrs.
Hugh Adams and kelly.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, June 10, at 10:30 a.m.
at the home of Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell. A potluck luncheon will
be served at noon and members
are to bring articles for making
baskets.




Trenton (Todd County); and
Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Rt. 4, Hick-
man tFulton County), will be
honored here tonight as Ken-
tucky Master Farm
Homemakers. The recognition
is part of the annual meeting of
the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association
KEHA ), now in progress at the
University of Kentucky.
The Master Farm
Homemaker award gives the
three lifetime membership in
the Master Farm Homemakers
Guild, which holds its annual
dinner .and initiation
ceremonies during the KEHA
meeting. This annual award,
recognizing excellence in all
areas of home and community
life, is sponsored by }CERA, the
Guild, and the UK Cooperative
Extension Service—, ,
Mrs. Branstetter
When Barbara Simmons won
Barren County's 4-H electric
demonstration contest back in
1949, she never dreamed this
would change the course of her
life. But on a special trip for 4-H
electric demonstration winners,
she met Kenneth Branstetter of
Metcalfe County — and, this
past week, Barbara and Ken-
neth celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary.
The Branstetters have three
children — Mike, 23, who is
married and has a 2-year-old
daughter and who is associated
with his father in business;
Marna, 21, who just graduated
from David Libscomb College
in Nashville, Tenn. and plans to
work toward a Masters degree
in speech education at Van-
derbilt University; and Mark 7,
who just completed his first
year of school.
The Branstetters farm about
200 acres near Edmonton,
raising Holstein replacement
heifers for sale. Kenneth is also
chairman of the Board of the
local Southern States
Cooperative, Inc., of which he
was also manager until Mike
recently assumed this position.
Barbara is president of the
Wisdom Homemakers Club and
also serves as a 4-H leader. Both
she and her husband are active
in church work and in local 4-H




Tennessee's loss was Ken-
tucky's gain when Ed and Nelle
Brookshire bought their 536-
acre farm in southern Todd
County. Natives of eastern
Tennessee, they spent several
years looking for "just the right
place"—Ed had visited western
Kentucky in the 195D's and
-couldn't get it off his mind."
Then, 11 years ago, they sold
their dairy farm near
Whitesburg, Tenn. and became
Kentuckians.
The Brookshires, married 26
years ago in November, have
two children. Dorothy Jean, 23,
teaches second grade in
Dayton, Ohio; she is married to
Ernie Hampton. John Dale, 19,
"SUPPORT CAN BE BEAUT1FUL"" Bras
OH SALE FOR THE FIRST TUE EVER
1100- Soft Cup Reg. 95.05 NOW $5.05
1102- F,berlitI Reg. 57.50 NOW $G SO
"CROSS YOUR HEART. Bras
179 - Stretch bra. fiberfill cups Rag. $050 NOW $5.50
"FREE 'PHUT' Bras
11$1 - Fiberfill Reg $6.95 NOW $5 95
eS2 Fully Packied Rag $0 55 NOW 55.95
"FREE SPIRIT" Girdles
12102 - Brief Alp. 57.50 NOW ULSO
1129/94 - Shorts Rog. $0 50 NOW $7.50
*ON - Average leg Rag. $0.95 NOW $7.95
*MSS - Long Leg Reg., $9.95 NOW $$.95
"BODY MAGIC" Girdles
a$9*0, 7970 One tWhne. Beige) -
Reg. $6.50 NOW 'AM •
a sophomore agriculture major
at Murray State University, is
recuperating from a serious
motorcycle accident which
hospitalized him in March of
this year.
The Brookshires raise corn,
soybeans, wheat, tobacco, and
hogs on their farm just outside
of Trenton. Both Ed and Nelle
are active in church and
community affairs. Nelle is a
charter member of the Town
and Country Homemakers Club
and serves as its president. The
Trenton Garden Club is another
of her favorite activities. Ed is a
member of the Town Board of
"Lrenton, the Masonic Lodge,
Farm Bureau, the Kentucky
State Pork AssOciation, and the--
Governor's Agriculture
Committee.
Mrs. W. B. Sowell
When Maureen and W. B.
"Dub" Sowell married 34 years
ago, they moved into the house
built by his grandfather in 1890.
After living there with his
mother and sister for 13 years,
they built their own home on the
farm. Then, when they became
sole owners of the old house in
1973, the family decided to move
back to the 10-room home.
"The children planned their
own rooms and every one pit-
ched in with the cleaning and
remodeling," Maureen says.
The result is an attractive home
with a character all its own,
reflecting the many interests of
the active Sowell family.
The Sowell children are:
Debbie, 20, who has attended
Murray State University and
who recently married David
Elliott and lives in Murray;
Dinah 18, who graduated from
Fulton County High School this
spring and plans to major in
physical education at Lambuth
College in Jackson, Tenn.; and
John, 17, who just completed his
junior year in high school and
who "lives and breath? far-
ming." A nephew from
California, Mark Yaussi, 21, is
also living with the family this
year.
The Sowells own 350 acres and
rent 200 more, raising mainly
corn, soybeans, wheat, and
hogs. They have a large garden
each year, and Maureen makes
extensive use of home-grown
products in feeding her family.
Her hobby is baking, and she
freezes many different kinds of
breads and pastries for serving
later to family and friends. She
also enjoys sewing and, when
the house was remodeled, set up
a small sewing room just off the
kitchen.
Maureen has been a
Homemakers Club member
since 1945, holding all offices in
her local club and also serving
as county president. She also
just completed a four-year term
on the state Extension Board
and is active in PTA and Band
Parents. "Dub" is on the Policy
Making Committee at the local
high school, has been president
of Little League, and is a
member of Farm Bureau and a
ASCS Committeeman. All
members of the family are
active in their church.
DEAR READERS: If you have no interest in your health
or the health of those you love, skip Dear Abby today:
Do you know what your blood pressure is? If you do, you
are one in about 10,0QQ: Et jou , the most important
thing you can do today is to caTrYout doctor and make an
appointment to have it checked.
You may not realize it, but high blood pressure kills about
250,000 people a year. And hundreds and thousands more
are crippled by strokes. suffer from kidney disease, or are
the victims of a long list of other ailments due to high blood
pressure.
Tragic? Yes. But all the more tragic because our very able
secretary of Health* Education and Welfare, Caspar
Weinberger, tells us that high blood pressure can be
eliminated or controlled by medication and diet. Also: high
blood pressure_ is hereditary, so if your mother or father
have it, that's all thl more reason to check your blood
pressure regviterly. And have your children's checked, too.
It takes less than five,minutes, it's absolutely painless
and if you can't afford.* private physician, your local public
health department will check it without charge.' Now, get
going!
DEAR ABBY: close relative of mine recently
announced his engagement to a girl he had been going with
for a long time. They let their wedding date, and the bride
proceeded to make plans for a lovely, big church wedding.
The groom's mother told them if her daughter 1who is
married, living in another state and expecting a baby
around the wedding date a delivers before the wedding, she
will not attend the wedding.
In other words, the grilom's mother feels that being with
her daughter when she 's a baby is more important than
wedding day.
ver, when I told my mother about
groom's mother. I was speechless.
being with her son
I was astonished!
this, she agreed irrith
What do YOU say?
DEAR SPEECHLESS: I'm not speechless. I could make
a long speech about why some mothers feel that it's more
important to be with their daughters when they have babies
than it is to be with their sons Olen thehet married.
DEAR ABBY: You blew it! The lady with the kid who
refused to eat anything but peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches and chocolate ice cream doesn't need a doctor's
help. All it takes is this:
Don't buy any more peanut 11:4t4r or ice cream, and when
the kid gets hungry enough he'll eat anything. Including
liver and spinach.
Everyone has • problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, 'What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 420c envelope.
Reunion Of Butler,
Family To Be Sunday
The annual Butler Family
Reunion will be held at Ketilake
State Park on Sunday, June 8.
A basket lunch will be served
at noon and all descendants of
the Butler family are urged to
attend.
Strong fashion colors for
spring and summer this
year are natural ones in
the beige range, from
chamois and khaki to
taupe, mushroom and off-
white.
A possibility of a Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Men and Women's
Softball Team being formed has
been announced by Alan
Blaustein, executive director of
the Senior Citizens program.
This program would be in
cooperation with the Murray
City Park Recreation Depart-
Imagine yourself sunny as the month of
coot arid -carefree i rrtalf 
wonderful worm weather dresses. Perfect
for the office or vacation . all of
easy-core light fabrics in flattering
designs. True comfort and appeal! Show
your fashion authority and select on
exciting summer dress from Bright's
in Paducah and Murray! Junior, missy and
half-sizes at 21.00 to 64.00
ment and all interested persons
are urged to call Senior Citizens
office, phone 753-0929.
Mr. Blaustein said this
program would not only be for
the individuals who are
physically able to play, but for
persons to serve as coaches,




Bright's suits the prettiest
girls on the beach!
Sensational sun-drenched swimsuits are
really making a big splash for summer '75.
And, Bright's has an array of the
summer's most wanted styles and colors
. one for every body! Hurry in
today and woke your selection
from junior and missy sizes
Priced at 14.00 to 42.00
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Editorial
Hospitality Can
Be A Big Asset
Summer, even though it will not
begin officially for about three
more weeks, is upon us in the
minds of most people. Schools
have recessed, swimming pools
are open, summer weather has
arrived and vacations are
beginning.
And when residents of our area
begin their annual treks to
vacationlands in other places it
also means that tourists from
--- otheriatnowiiiriEtr
Murray and the surrounding lakes
area for their vacations.
The way we treat these
tourists—how welcome we make
them feel—will probably be the
determining factor when they
decide on their vacation spot for
next year and the years after that.
If we are hospitable toward
vacationers in our area and make
them feel "at home" rather than
as strangers, they likely will
return for future vacations.
Some rules of hospitality that
the everyday citizen of our
community can follow are:
—Remember that the traveler
has been invited to Kentucky
either by a friend or tourism
advertisement and that you are a
representative host. In most cases
a tourist's first impression and
contact with a native is a lasting
one.
—Put yourself in the traveler's
place and treat him accordingly.
Be genuinely pleasant, cordial
and friendly.
—Be enthusiastic and well-
informed about the local sight-
seeing attractions.
—Do not measure your help-
fulness by what the traveler buys
directly from you if you're a
merchant. If your product is sold
out, don't shut him out, but give
the visitor suitable alternatives or
Understanding Alcoholism
(First of two columns on this
subject)
Is there a teenager in the
house? If so, chances are that
he or she has at least experi-
mented with drinking some
alcoholic beverage.
According to recent studies
for the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and
the Department of Transpor-
tatipn, half of America's high
school students drink once a
month or more, and about 61
percent of those young
drinkers have been drunk on
at least one occasion.
Preliminary findings from a
1974 national survey indicate
that even among seventh
graders, 63 percent of boys
and 54 percent of girls have
had at least one drink. The
direct him to another store that
could provide what he wants.
—Be attentive; give the
vacationer a chance to talk and
ask questions.
—Find out the visitor's vacation
tastes, then direct him to the
things this area offers that he will
enjoy. Walk with him a block, or
even farther, to point the way.
Take time to speak slowly and
distinctly when assisting a foreign
VISIThr --
-If he is a photo fan, offer to
take a snapshot of he and his
family at a local attraction. Many
tourists appreciate this courtesy.
—Point out, in addition to the
attractions in our area, side trips
throughout Kentucky the
vacationers might make as they
return to their home.
—If you cannot accurately
answer a traveler's questions,
refer him to the local Chamber of
Commerce, Kentilcky's Western
Waterland, or the information
center at the Land Between the
Lakes, depending on the type
information he needs. These three
agencies have access to any in-
formation available on local
tourism.
—And always tell the
vacationer you're glad he came to
our area, and ask him to come
back again next year.
Bible Thought
God hath fulfilled the same unto
us their children, in that he hath
raised up Jesus again; . . . Thou
art my Son, this day have I
begotten thee. Acts 13:33.
No one else has been chosen by
God to do for us what Christ did.
The Easter faith is ours to have
and to share.
Garrott's Galley
Terrell Johnson Loves Roses,
And Knows How To Grow Them
By M. C. Garrott
Terrell Johnson loves roses. He loves to
grow them, and when he talks about his
plants, his eyes sparkle through his en-
thusiasm.
Mr. Johnson is a native of Murray. So is
Mrs. Johnson, the former Treva Redden.
They moved back to Murray in 1973 from
Tulsa, Okla., where they had lived for 27
years and following his retirement.
Their home in Gatesborough is almost
an exact replica of the Tulsa home in
which they lived for 14 years.
++++++++
In a plot 12-by-20-feet just off the patio,
Mr. Johnson, who rose from a certified
 .with
'to a corporate-level financial officer with
the Sun Oil Company (SUNOCO), raises
and babies his roses. There are 12
beautiful, healthy tea roses, each a dif-
ferent variety.
Each has its own bred-in characteristics
in its bloom, sturdiness and foliage, each is
nationally-rated with the American Rose
Society, an organization of which Mr.
Johnson has been a member for almost 25
years and headquartered in Columbus,
Ohio.
In his garden this year, Mr. Johnson has
these 12 varieties: Perfume Delight,
Electron, Oklahoma, South Seas, First
Prize, Peace, Golden Gate, Gypsy, Sunset
Jubilee, Red Masterpiece, Medallion and
Snowf ire.
His favorite is the Snowfire. This is
apparent as he describes its big red and
white petals and its ability to maintain a
perfect bloom from 8 to 10 days. Another is
the Peace rose, a variety patented about
1945 and still highly rated as well as a top
seller among rose fanciers.
+++++
Mr. Johnson doesn't go to a local variety
or grocery store, look at the price tag and
buy his roses like I always did. It's a
science with him. His "rose bible" is the
ARS's "Rose Annual."
Listed in it is virtually every variety of
rose ever developed, its principal
characteristics and condensed reports
from growers in all parts of the country on
its performance.
From there he turns to another ARS
publication, which he follows religiously,
the annual "Guide for Buying Roses." In it
are nationally rated all of the varieties
from perfect to poor.
A national rating of 10 is a perfect rose;
from 9 to 10 are outstanding varieties:
from 8 to 8.9 are excellent roses; from 7 to
7.9 are good; from 6 to 6.9 are fair; from 5
Teenage Drinking
— a beaith column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
proportion of teenage drinkers
increased with grade to 93
percent of senior boys and 87
percent of senior girls having
had at least one drink.
In view of the known im-
portance of drinking in the
American lifestyle, it comes
as no surprise that such a vast
majority of teenagers have
been introduced to alcohol.
Teenaged drinker's also have
fallen prey to the same myths
as adult drinkers. For exam-
ple, although beer is by far
the alcoholic beverage teen-
agers drink most often, many
young people do not under-
stand that beer is as intoxicat-
ing as distilled spirits. For the
average teenager, for example.
driving impairment occurs
after consuming four 12-ounce
cans of beer within a I2-hour
period.
Many parents today have a
misconception about their
children's drinking. They are
often relieved that their teen-
ager is using alcohol rather
than another drug. They do
not fully realize that alcohol
also is a potent drug, and that
teenage alcoholism is increas-
ing.
According to Dr. Morris
Chafetz. Director of the Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA), a part of HEW's
Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administra-
tion, "If you figure that there
are 22 million young people
in this country between the
ages of 12 and 17. and 5
percent get drunk once a
week, that's 1,130,000 kids
overdosing on alcohol once a
week."
Drinking among adolescent,
is complicated by teenagers'
tendencies to socialize in
groups, to hang out at school
or shopping center parking
lots, and to structure their
free time around the automo-
bile. The lethal cbmbination
of drinking and driving re-
sults in 60 percent Of traffic
fatalities in the 16-24 age
group occurring under the in-
fluence of alcohol.
For some suggestions from
the National Inttitute on Al-
cohol Abuse and Alcoholism
concerning what adults can do
to help teenagers learn re-
sponsible drinking habits, see
the next column on "Teenage
Drinking."
Let's Stay Well 
Hospital Treatment Of Alcoholics
Of Limited Benefit
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Most authorities agree that,
following a bout of heavy drink-
ing of alcohol, a stay in the hospi-
tal benefits an alcoholic.
Such "drying out" treatment
includes rest, sedatives, large
doses of vitamins and a return to
a balanced, adequate diet. A
general checkup of the hospi-
talized alcoholic consists of a
physical examination and
studies to evaluate particularly
the condition of the victim's
liver, brain and nerves, and his
psychiatric state. Appropriate
corrective treatment is given,
but its long-range benefits ap-
ptar doubtful.
Studies were made by
Leonard Stein, M.D and associ-
ates to determine whether the-ine- hoSpital had no beneficial
'length of the. alcoholic's stay in effects when the alcoholics
the hospital had any significant returned to their community life.
influence on his drinking habits These findings are similar to
after leaving the hospital. Their
results were published in a re-
cent issue of the A.M.A. Archives
of General Psychiatry.
In the study, 58 alcoholics were
randomly assigned to two
groups. Each group received the
same initial "drying out" treat-
ment. One group had an average
stay of nine days. and the other
remained for an average of 30
days in the hospital. Intensive
psychological treatment was
given to both groups; except that
it lasted for a greater number of
days for one group.
Using the "same standards of
comparison for each group and
following them after they left the
hospital, the researchers con-
cluded that the added time in
those of studies in which
alcoholics were hospitalized for
almost three months
The conclusion was that the
hospital has but a limited role in
treating alcoholics.
More research is needed on
this common disabling disease.
Q: Mrs. O.N. states that she has
a relative who has a paralysis of
one side of his voice box follow-
ing surgery and asks if some
kind of injection is available to
help his voice.
A. Selected cases of one-side
voice box paralysis have been
helped by the injection of nonab-
sorhable material in the side of
the larynx. The procedure is not
widely available, I suggest that a
person having such a problem
see a nose and throat specialist
for an evaluation, if he has not
BLASINGAME
already done so. Some eases ot
laryngeal paralysis cannot be
helped by such an injection
Q: Mr. C.A. expresses alarm
about lung cancer because it has
occurred in his family and
among friends He inquires how
it can be detected earlier in the
hope of curing more cases
A: The best procedure is a
regular checkup by a physician
and periodic chest X-rays once a
year in persons 40 years old or
older and every six months in
cigarette smokers. Althoug,h all
cough, determine cause
lung cancers do not produce
one is 'present. X-ray findings
may indicate additional studies
if a suspicious shadow is found.
Early diagnosis is the best hope
of improving the incidence of
cure in this dangerous disease
.,e.mits, ea thaw! FiNisr !Md.*, h
to 5.9 are of questionable value; and below
5 is a poor variety.
His "Peace" rose, for example, 30 years
after its development, is still one of the top
performers in the country and is rated at
9.6, an outstanding variety. A rose patent
is good for 17 years. After that anyone can
produce and sell them.
+++++
With this information to supplement his
experience, Mr. Johnson buys his roses,
generally, from Jackson & Perkins, a
nursery in Bedford, Ore. In Tulsa, he could
buy any of the national varieties locally.
He orders in January and his top-brand
plants are timed to arrive in Murray on or
N "-or —aTon g with steady ftriirit it wii.;—dIclosed that the U.S.
about the day they should b_c_pialite_d_._Thts______
feeding and keeping the plants free of s. ubmarine, Scorpion, was presumed lost
diseases and insects. in the Atlantic off the Azores, with 99 men
aboard.
Today In History
By The Assuctoted hens
Mr. Johnson also was a 20-year member
of the Tulsa Men's Rose Club along with
some 150 other doctors, lawyers,
executives and professional men who
loved to grow roses. Here he met a lot of
fine people and interestingly pointed out
that there were more doctors in the club
than any other profession represented.
It's now the Tulsa Rose Club. They had
to take in a couple of women, he said with a
smile, and had to drop the "men's" from
the club name.
Mr. Johnson has worked in, judged
entries and exhibited in many rose shows,
his highest award coming in 1957 when he
won an American Rose Society Silver
Certificate—the second prize—with his
"Mirandy" specimen.
In their shwos; the men show only a
single bloom, 34 open, in a simple, uniform
bud vase, as compared with the large,
more involved floral arrangements
exhibited in the ladies' shows. He wins
something in every show he enters.
+++++
I missed the peak of Mr. Johnson's early
bloomings by a week, although many
beautiful roses were still on his bushes.
I'm looking forward, though, to seeing
them when they bloom again in a few
weeks. With a mild fall, he says they'll
bloom as many as three more times.
I, too, love the rose. It's my favorite
flower. I love its fragrance and to watch its
buds open up. It's my wife's favorite, as it
was my mother's. Even so, although I've
tried many times to grow them, my rose
thumb just isn't green enough.
I think I'll try again, though, especially
after visiting with this interesting man.




A home owner In Ann Arbor got a bill for
$250 from a tree surgeon. Maybe money
doesn't grow on trees, but trees sure grow
on money.
Grantham pensioner, Mrs. Bob King, 92,
made an extraordinary find when he was
digging up some vegetables on his allot-
ment. Amongst the potatoes was one en-
cased in a jewelry clip. Mr. King intends to
keep the potato until it decays. (Gran-
tham, England Journal)
Johnny Carson: There is actually a
shortage of fertilizer in this country. And I
want to warn all you people out there.
Don't try to hoard it, 'cause you'll get
caught.'
The ffrst things to appear in a garden
before good weather arrives are blooming
idiots.
A Scottish farmer fell into a well and his
wife shouted down to him: "Hold on, I'll
call the men in from the field." "Wait," he
called. "What's the time" "Eleven-
thirty." "Then bide a wee," said the
farmer. "I'll swim around until lun-
chtime."
A Sheriff's Department dispatcher in
Jack County, Texas, reporting on a severe
storm that swept through the west central
part of the state Monday: "Right now it's
raining cats and dogs and pitchforks and
bull yearlings."
Today is Thursday, June 5, the 156th day
of 1975. There are 209 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, the World War II
Battle of France began.
On this date —
In 1872, a Republican National Con-
vention in Philadelphia nominated
General Ulysses S. Grant for president.
In 1917, more than 9,000,000 American
men registered for the World War I draft.
In 1947, Secretary of State George Mar-
shall, speaking at Harvard University,
outlined a program for Europe's economic
recovery which became known as the Mar-
shall Plan.
In 1962, Richard Nixon won a Republican
primary election in California and became
the party nominee for governor of the
Also in 1968, Senator Robert F. Kennedy
was shot and fatally wounded in a Uri
10 Years Ago
Named as directors of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross were Miss Ruth Cole, Mrs. Claude
Anderson, Mrs. Morrison Galloway,
Robert 0. Miller, and Mrs. Coleman
McDevitt,
Mrs. Lena May Ferguson died this
morning at the Convalescent Division of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miss Carolyn Murdock, Calloway
County Dairy Princess, is pictured as she
participated in the Motorcade yesterday
promoting dairy products in the Purchase
Area.
Carolyn Wells of Murray is playing in
the finals of the Kentucky Girls High
School Tennis Tournament.
Robert Carpenter, Southern Bell
Telephone manager and Rotarian, traced
the history of communication in his
program before the Murray Rotary Club.
Consumer Comments
Angeles hotel.
Ten years ago: The State Department
acknowledged publicly for the first time
that U.S. ground troops in South Vietnani
were engaging in combat in defense of key
installations.
Five years ago: Israeli planes ham-
mered Egyptian targets for 11 hours on the
third anniversary of the six-day war.
One year ago: 'United Nations troops
moved into the Golan Heights buffer zone
between Israel and Syria after the two
countries had signed disengagement
documents.
Today's birthdays: The head of the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, James Fletcher, is 56. For-
mer White House News Secretary Bill Mo-
yers is 41.
Thoegiet-fertxxier ihrtazier a maiils,
the more he is going to do tomorrow —
Norwegian proverb.
20 Years Ago
Local girls who will receive State
Homemakers Degrees at the Kentucky
meeting of the Future Homemakers of
America in Morehead are Patsy McKenzie
and Annette Crawford of Lynn Grove, Kay
Story of Hazel, and l'hrena Gray of
Kirksey. Also attending the meeting will
be Jean Ann Moubray and Dorothy
Ferguson of Murray Training, Wanda
Curd of Hazel, and Barbara Washer of
Kirksey.
Noby T. West, age 62, died yesterday at
his home on West Main Street.
Jimmy Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. K.
T. Crawford, will graduate from the
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta,
on June 13.
Mrs. Lee Williams, the former Mary
Elizabeth Roberts of Murray, has just
received her Master of Education degree
at Boston University, Boston, Mass.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Fair
was the scene of a party held for Mr. and
Mrs. Will Ed Bailey who were married
recently.
Credit Cards
American consumers have wasted no
time in learning to say "Charge it." It has
been estimated that half of America's
families have at least one credit card.
About 17 million families use three or more
credit cards and 6 million families use nine
or more cards.
Credit cards are a convenience, but their
misuse can lead to problems.
Credit cards may be issued by banks,
stores, airlines, oil companies or travel
and entertainment organizations. They
are honored at thousands of stores,
restaurants, hotels and motels, gas
stations, airlines and car rental agencies,
among others. But don't assume that your
card will be honored — ask first. Usually
merchants who honor a card will show the
card's symbol or insignia on their win-
dows.
Some credit cards, especially cards
issued by a bank, limit the amount of
purchases you may owe at one time. This
credit limit is based on your credit rating
and may range anywhere from $400 to
$5,000.
An exceptionally large purchase may
be questioned and some merchants have
what's called a "floor limit," where a
purchase over a certain amount requres
direct authorization from the bank issuing
the card.
Many consumers are afraid that their
credit cards will be stolen and used by
some unknown persons to buy new
Cadillacs, mink coats and yacths. If you
notify the issuer promptly of any loss or
theft, your liability may be only $40 or so.
But remember, if you have five different
credit cards and lose them all, your
liability — at $50 per card — could reach
9250.
To protect yourself, don't leave a credit
card lying around. And periodically check
your cards to be sure that you have them
all. Keep a separate list of the cards, their
numbers and who to contact in case of loss
or theft.
As in any consumer transaction, check
the receipt slip carefully before you sign
including the total cost. When you com-
plete a purchase, be sure to take your
credit card, along with your purchase!
Finally, keep your receipt and compare it
with the statement that you receive. If
there is a billing error, immediately notify
the card issuer by telephone and follow
this up with written notification of the
error.
If you have a problem with your credit
card or if you have any other type of
consumer complaint, contact the Attorney
General's Division of Consumer Protec-
tion. Kentucky consumers may call toll-
free on the consumer hotline by dialing I-
800-372-2960. You may wirte to Attorney
General's Divison of Consumer Protec-
tion, The Capitol — Room 34, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
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The Family Lawyer
Kathy found out through a
stranger's telephone call that her
name and numbef had been
scrawled on the wall of the men's
robm in a nearby restaurant.
Worse, she was described as be-
ing available for immoral liaisons.
In short order, Kathy de-
manded that the owner of the
iestaurant remove the graffiti
from his wall. When he failed to
do so, she filed suit against him
for defamation of character.
At the trial„the defendant pro-
tested that he could notbe blamed
for what someone else had writ-
ten. But the court found him
liable anyhow. The court said that
Victim Of Graffiti
although he had not brought the
defamatory message into being,
he had allowed it to continue.
In similar circumstances, most
courts have reached a similar re-
sult. The owner of the premises is
said to have "republished" the
libel by letting it stay.
A more elegant variation arose
in a private club, where an anony-
mous wit had posted on the bul-
letin board a scurrilous poem
about one of the members.
The maligned member, out-
raged because the club manager
refused to take the poem down,
sued for damages and won. The
court said:
"Having the power and the
right to remove it, (the manager)
elected deliberately 40 leave it
there "
But in a recent case,  the graffiti
appeared not inside private prem-
ises hut on the outside of an apart-
ment building—in pTain sight of
passing pedestrians.
This fact made a big difference.
a court ruled afterward in con-
chiding that the building owner
could not be blamed for the libel.
Pointing out that he had no
control over who read the mes-
sage. the court said his role in
making it public was too minof
to justify legal liability..
An American Bar Association
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Steve Priest Fans 15 Batters
In Cubs' Kentucky League Win
Steve Priest allowed just two hits while striking out 15 batters as the Cubs routed the
Yanks 22-1 in Kentucky League play Wednesday.
Priest, a side-wheeling righthander, kept the hitters of stride with his side-saddle pitching
motion and was in control the whole contest.
After three innings, the Cubs led just 4-0 but scored 18 runs over the final two frames.
The Cubs scored twice in the first inning as both men, who had reached on walks, scored
on an error. In the second, the Cubs added another run with the key hit being a double by
Ricky Barrow. The Cubs also added a single tally in the third. '
The fourth frame found the winners putting 11 runs across the plate and stretching the
lead out to 15-0. Walter Payne had an RBI single in the outbreak while Ray Abbott doubled
home two runs.
But the big hit was by Louis Zimmerman. The veteran of the Cubs ripped a triple that
cleared the bases and sent three men trotting across the plate.
The Cubs rounded out their scoring by adding seven more in the fifth. Zimmerman and
Abbott both had run-scoring doLbles.
Zimmerman finished the contest with six RBI's while Payne knocked home five runs.
Zimmerman and Abbott both had two hits while Payne, Barrow and Jerry Boggess all had
one hit apiece.
For the losing Yanks, Ross James had a hit as did Tina Burkeen.
Burkeen singled in the first inning to become the first girl to ever get a basehit in the
Kentucky League.
Tonight's 5:30 p.m. contest will find the Astros tangling with the Nats.
( 1111111AI LEDGER
Philosophic Ali Gives
His Advice At Harvard
By SHELLY COHEN ..
Associated Press Writer
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
Harvard University seniors
whooped and shouted as world
heavyweight champion Muham-
mad Ali made his debut as a
Harvard lecturer Wednesday
night.
More than 1,200 students jam-
med the Harvard Business
School auditorium to hear the
words of the famed boxer who
admits to "barely making it out
of high school with a D-minus
average."
For more than an hour, All
talked without notes to the pre-
dominantly white audience
about life and love and the val-
ue of true friendship.
"I had to let you know there
are more sides to Muhammad
All than you see on television,"
the 33-year-old fighter told Har-
vard's graduating class.
"People don't pay for that,"
he said of his lecture and poem
on friendship. "They pay for
f oolishness . -
In a lecture interrupted by
applause and several standing
ovations, All urged the students
to "remember what you are to-
day, because when you make
it, you have a tendency to for-
get what you were yesterday.
"I'm from Louisville, Ky., a
little black boy who made ;18 a
week and wanted to be Golden
Gloves champ," he said.
All estimated he would make
about $2 million in his next
bout with Joe Bugner of Great
Britain, set for July 1 in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Noting that some of those
present in the auditorium would
go on to be presidents, doctors,
lawyers and scientists, All
added, "I understand to speak
to you, it's got to be pretty
heavy."
Tennis Lessons To
Be Given At Park
Murray Park Department has
announced the opening
registration for youth beginning
tennis classes ( ages 7-15) and
the adult evening classes.
Registration will begin June 5
and continue through June 12.
Classes will begin June 16. For
further information contact
Murray Park Department at
753-7640.
scoring eleven runs.
In the nightcap, the Dexter
Dirt Dobbers were able to
duplicate a one-run win over
Lucky Strikes 5-4. The Dirt
Dobbers were able to score four
of their five runs in the first
inning and held off a late Lucky
Strike rally by the use of fine
defensive play.
On Robertson field, the
Chargers defeated the Skaters
by the narrow margin of 3-2.
Fine defensive play by both
teams resulted in a low scoring
battle.
In the final game of the night,
the Banditos defeated the
Beachbuilders in another one-
run victory of 3-2. Neither team
was able to score until the sixth
inning, showing great defensive
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Win Tourney
CHARLOTTE, N.C. ( AP I —
Larry Ziegler and his three
amateur partners shot a best-
hall 53 Wednesday to win the
Kemper Pro-Am golf tourna-
ment at the Quail Hollow Coun-
try Club, scene of the Kemper
Open which got under way to-
day.
Ziegler played with amateurs
Stan Mikita, member of the
Chicago Blackhawks hockey
team, and Charlotteans Bryan
O'Leary and C Jonas.
'Ziegler won $750 for the team
But it was the familiar "Ali
shuffle" and the fighter's quips
about an imitation of sportscas-
ter Howard Cosell that really
brought the house down.
Most of the queries tossed at
Ali during the question and an-
swer session which ended the
program tended to be light, re-
ferring to his antics in and out
of the ring. One of the few
serious questions was about the
Boston school integration situ-
ation, which was plagued by
violence last fall.
"I don't know nothing about
BostOn," All said. "We love our
Islamic schools. We're too
proud," he said, to want to be
integrated into white schools.
"I don't hate nobody," he
added. "I just love my own.
Why upset the whole neighbor-
hood? Exert your energies in
your own neighborhoods. The
problem is not busing, the prob-
lem is not a white problem, the
problem is in your mind."
No All appearance would be
complete without poetry, and
the champion had a few offer-
ings for the students.
At his wife Melinda's request,
he recited his shortest poem,
"How it feels to be as great as
me."
"Me, Whee."
Ali told a news conference
earlier in the day he expected
to be in the fight business five
more years, then spend another
10 years in exhibition bouts to
"let them see the ex-champ in
places like Libya and Ma-
laysia."
Women's Softball In
Full Swing This Week
The Murray Women's Softball was able to hold the edge over
League started its 1975 season Beachbuilders by a fine
Monday at the Calloway High defensive play at home plate
School field and the Robertson Preventing the tying run from
Elementary School field. scoring.
Games are played on Monday, Tuesday night results:
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday On the Calloway field in the
nights at 5:30 and 7:00. The first game, Lucky Strikes took
season will run through July 8. their first victory of the season
Monday night results: by defeating the Chargers 15-8.
At the Calloway field, The Chargers took an early lead
Wallace's Bookstore clashed and held it through the fourth
with S. W. A. T. resulting in inning when the Lucky Strikes
Wallace's 18-17 victory, pulled together a six-run attack
Wallaces was able to pull out to win the game.
the victory in the fourth inning, Peoples Bank was able to
defeat the Beachbuilders by the
score of 8-6. The Beachbuilders
held Peoples Bank to a 3-0
margin up until the fifth inning
when Peoples Bank began their
offensive drive by scoring four
runs and adding another four
runs in the sixth.
The Beachbuilders scored an
additional three runs in the
sixth but it was not enough to
capture the victory from
Peoples Bank.
At the Robertson field, the
Banditos were in command
over S. W. A. T. from the first
pitch to post a 9-5 victory. Six of
the nine runs came in the first
inning and S. W. A. T. was
unable to come back.
The final game of the evening
resulted in Rally Kids falling to
the M & M's by the score of 13-4. catcher Danny Goodwin of
The M&M's offensive attack Southern University at Baton
AND NE'S OUT—Shortitop Giims of the Little League cards
comes up with a ground ball and fires to first base to nail a Cub run-
ner, The Cords dropped a 10-5 game to the Cubs.
Padres And Phils Get
In War Of The Beanb411
By HOWARD SMITH ..
AP Sports Writer
San Diego's Bill Greif played
hit-and-run against the Phillies
but slugger Greg Luzinski
wasn't playing.
The Padres and the Phils en-
livened their game with an ex-
change of beanballs Wednesday
night. First Greif hit Phila-
delphia's Dave Cash in the
sixth. Then Tug McGraw threw
close to San Diego's John
Grubb in the seventh. When
Greif fired one over Luzinski's
head in the bottom of the sev-
enth, the big outfielder charged
the mound.
"I hit him a few times," said
Luzinski. "He ran looking for
help. What I said to him isn't
printable."
Both teams emptied their
TRACK AND FIELD ..
PROVO, Utah — Raimo Pihl
of Brigham Young University
smashed the NCAA meet
record in the decathalon to win
the first event in the 54th colle-
giate championships.
Yogi Might Have To Settle For
Letter To Congratulate His Son
By HAL BOCK .
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — If Man-
ager Yogi Berra of the New
York Mets wants to con-
gratulate his son, Dale, on
being chosen in the first round
of baseball's tree agent draft
Wednesday, he has Commis-
sioner Bowie Kuhn's permission
— to write him a letter.
''I would emphasize that your
representatives are not to dis-
cuss negotiations by a player
with another club," the com-
missioner warned the 24 major
league clubs before Wednes-
day's draft got started. "If you
want to congratulate a player,
write him a letter. Any person-
al contact will be viewed with
suspicion."
Yogi's 18-year-old son was
picked in the first round of the
draft, but not by the Mets. In-
stead, the Montclair, N.J., high
school shortstop was grabbed
by the Pittsburgh Pirates after
the Mets had decided instead to
choose a high school catcher.
Alfred Benton of Tallahassee.
Fla.
So Berra is forewarned. If he
wants to talk to Dale at dinner
time, it had better be about the
food.
Young Berra batted .520 this
season with 52 hits in 100 at
bats including 10 home runs.
But he may not be ready to
turn pro. He's had baseball
scholarship offers from Arizona
State, Miami and Seton Hall
among others and football of-
fers from Ohio State and Notre
Dame. His older brother, Tim,
was a rookie wide receiver with
the National Football League
Baltimore Colts last season.
What' abouta.,his chances of
making it to the majors?
"If I didn't think he could
play, I wouldn't let him sign.
said Yogi. "All I had to do was
see him swing the bat to know
that he 's a prospect."
General Manager Joe
McDonald defended the Mets'
pick, saying: "We draft by
ability and not by position. Al
Benton was the player we
judged with the best ability
when our turn came."
The Pirates also chose anoth-
er familiar big-league name
later, picking Jim Busby's son,
Jim Jr., an outfielder from
Florida State University, on thc
draft's eighth round.
The first player chose r.
Wednesday was a familiar onc
to major league scouts
was strong throughout the Rouge, La. He was selected by
game, scoring in every inning the California Angels and it
except one which made it dif- marked the second time that he
ficult for the Rally Kids to has been the top choice in the
match free-agent draft. The Chicago
White Sox picked him No. 1 out
of high school in 1971 but he
went to college instead. Now,
he says, he's ready for pro
baseball.
He has a career .394 batting
average with 20 homers and 166
runs batted in in 169 games at
Southern, where he was a pre-
med student. In his senior year,
he batted .425 with a South-
western Athletic Conference
record of 46 RBI in 41 games.
That prompted the Angels to
grab him.
After the Angels drafted
Goodwin, the San Oleg° Padres
victory, , --selected lef t-handeri pitcher
Ed Sneed shot a five-under= Mike Lentz from Kirkland,
par 67 to win the individual Wash., who has his own set of
competition and $750. impressive statistics
Lentz was 14-2 with an 0.47
earned run average and 199
strikeouts and 22 walks in 104
innings. For his career, he had
a 28-8 record with 441 strikeouts
in 249 innings. What's more, he
led his high school conference
with batting averages of .461
and .451 the last two seasons.
Of the 24 first round selec-
tions, 16 were high school grad-
uates and eight were collegiate
products. Three of the first sev-
en players chosen were catch-
ers, including Goodwin and
Benton. The third catcher
picked was Rick Cerone of Se-
ton Hall University, who as
chosen by the Cleveland In-
dians.
Cerone was one of two first-
round choices who will be play-
inig.in the College World Series
at Omaha, Nev., beginning Fri-
day. The other was pitcher Jim
Gideon of the University of
Texas, who was chosen by the
Texas Rangers.
Besides Goodwin, Cerone,
and Gideon, the college players
selected in the draft's first
round were left-handed pitcher
Theodore Barnicle of Jackson-
ville State, picked by San Fran-
cisco; right-handed pitcher
Robert Knapp of Central Mich-
igan, by the Chicago White
Sox; right-handed pitcher Mi-
chael McLaughlin of David Lip-
scomb College, by Houston;
first baseman Otis Foster of
High Point College, by Boston;
and catcher Bruce Robinson of
Stanford; by Oakland.
Sixteen rounds were held
Wednesday with 384 players se-
lected. The draft continued with
the secondary phase today.
benches, there was a lot of mil-
ling around and shoving, but
the only casualty was Padre
third baseman Ted Kubiak who
caught an elbow on the head.
The umpires, surprisingly,
decided not to kick anyone out
of the game.
"They were two people want-
ing each other," explained
plate umpire Doug Harvey.
"Just let 'em go at each other.
We surrounded the group look-
ing for cheap shots. A cheap
shot and the man goes."
No one went. Oh yes, Phila-
delphia won the ballgame 7-2.
Mike Schmidt and 011ie
Brown homered for the Phils
and Wayne Twitchell, 4-6, was
the winner. Schmidt's homer
was his 10th of the season and
fourth in the last three games.
1.§g what
League, Pittsburgh edged Cin-
cinnati 2-1, Los Angeles
blanked Montreal 3-0, New
York shaded Houston 1-0, St.
Louis beat Atlanta 5-2 and San
Francisco outslugged Chicago
10-8.
Pirates 2, Reds 1
Jerry Reuss hurled no-hit ball
until Dave Concepcion smashed
a single off his right shin with
one out in the seventh. Reuss
had to leave the game but
Dave Giusti and Ramon Her-
nandez held the Reds in check.
Al Oliver's sacrifice fly in the
first and Richie Hebner's home
run in the fifth accounted for
the Pittsburgh scoring.
Dodgers 3, Expos 0 -
The Dodgers were held hit-
less through seven innings and
wound up with just two safeties
on the night. They got all three
runs in the fifth off Dennis
Blair, 2-7, who left after five
frames despite not allowing a
hit. Andy Messersmith, 8-2,
pitched an eight-hitter.
Meta 1, Astros 0
Jerry Koosman hurled a five-
hitter and Ed Kranepool sin-
gled in the game's only run in
the first inning. Koosman
raised his record to 5-3 with his
20th career shutout. Kranepool
had three hits to raise his bat-
ting average to .412.
Cardinals 5, Braves 2
Reggie Smith broke a 2-2 tie
with a two-run triple in the
eighth arid then scored on Ken
Reitz' single for St. Louis. Lou
Brock raced all the way home
from first on a single by Luis
Melendez for another Cardinal
run. John Curtis, 3-3, won it
with relief help from Al Hra-
bosky.
Giants 10, Cubs 8
Derrel Thomas and Glenn
Adams hit home runs in the
ninth to give San Francisco the
victory. Adams! ad two homers
in the game and Bobby Murcer
and Marc Hill also hit one each
for the winners while Bill Mad-
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Metre!, Kentucky 42011
Announcing
A New Addition to the
Magic one Family of
Low Fat Dairy Foods
"Magic One"
Low Fat Cottage Cheese
Great Taste-High in
Nutrition
Protein Rich Cottage Cheese is always an ex-
cellent food buy in both nutrition and price.
MAGIC ONE Low Fat Cottage Cheese is high in
nutrition, low in fat and tastes great. Pick up a
package today.
Look for the New MAGIC ONE Low Fat Cot-
tage Cheese in the purple and gold carton in
the dairy case.
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Larson Wins Hart Tourney Again
FLIGHT WINNERS-The winners in the George Hart Tournament were from left to right: Lea Larson,
championship flight; Dutch Bryant, first flight; Euvie Mitchell, second flight; Toni Hopson, third flight and
Jean Dossee, fourth flight.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Brigham Young Takes Lead In
NCAA Track And Field Events
By DAN BERGER .
AP Sports Writer
%PROVO. Utah (AP) - Clar-
ence Robinson wouldn't mind if
the NCAA Track and Field
Championships were turned
into a series of decathlons.
The Brigham Young Univer-
sity head coach grinned despite
cold winds late Wednesday
night after four of his athletes
gave the Cougars 19 points
even before the single events
begin in the 54th annual colle-
giate tiUe meet, and the home-
town favorite, Bairn° Pihl,
cline through with a meet
record and a victory.
The muscular 25-year-old Pihl
scored 8,079 points - just 10
short of C.K. Yang's collegiate
record - and said it was only
the start of much bigger things.
"I missed the javelin badly,"
said Pihl. "It made me sick.' I
just blew it. I know I can throw
much further."
Pihl has done 278-1 in the
javelin and his 238-0 may have
been a disappointment but still
surpassed the NCAA meet
mark he set two years ago
when he won his first NCAA
title.
"It's nice to have those 19
points orf the scoreboard," said
Robinson. "I only wish they
had more decathlons.
"Still, it's nice to have the
lead. Maybe those early points
will become contagious."
He said two factors hurt Pihl
as he attempted to break the
Yang mark and the Swedish
national record of 8,188.
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competed at a lower altitude -
he certainly would have scored
better. Also, the 100 and long
jump being contested in the
rain on Tuesday really hurt,-
said the coach.
Oregon's Craig Brigham
scored 7,847 for second but
Chryster Lythell of BYU
grabbed third, teammate Ste-
fan von Gerich was fifth and
Aaro,Alarotu, sixth in the 10-8-
6-4-2-1 scoring.
Today's session, with only
qualifying races and field
events, opens with some unusu-
al pairings in the heats.
Jamaica's Hasley Crawford,
running for Eastern Michigan,
and defending champion Reggie
Jones were seeded next to each
other in the second heat of the
100-yard dash.
Jones gets another stiff test
in the 220. Defending champion
James Jilks is in the same heat
against Jones, last year's run-
ner-up in the furlong.
Another dogfight shapes up in
the second heat of the 880,
where experienced Bob Smith
of Louisiana State and Keith
Francis of Boston College meet
upstarts Mark Enyeart of Utah
State and Alan Schultz of BYU.
And, if that isn't enough, de-
fending mile champion Paul
Cummings of BYU is in the
same heat with Villanova's Ea-
monn Coghlin, who ran a 3:53.3
mile just two weeks ago.
The 1975 meet throws a new
challenge from recent years at
the athletes. The 1973 meet was
at Baton Rouge, La., and last
year, at Austin, Texas, where
both meets were beset by ex-
cessive heat and humidity.
biggest obstacle this year
is e 4,500-foot altitude and
cold evening breezes.
Sign Player
WASHINGTON (&P) - The
Washington Redskins eche Na-
tional Football Leagub., an-
nounced Wednesday the signing
of Arden Johnson, a 5-foot-11,
190-pound defensive cornerback
from the University of Nebras-
ka and their 11th-round draft
choice.
The Redskins signed eight of
their nine choices. The other,
Art Ruehn, went to the World
Football League.
HOCKEY . .
TORONTO - Veterans Norn
Ullman and Eddie Shack were
given their unconditional re-
leases by the Toronto Maple
Leafs of the National Hockey
I kague.
Austin Peay Teacher Blisters Course With
Even Par,One Of Her Students Gets Second
Dr. Lea Larson, women's golf
coach at Austin Peay State
University in Clarksville,
Tenn., has a special reason for
coming to Murray and walking
away with the rhampionship
flight of the annual women's
George Hart Invitational golf
tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
She's found the tournament to
be an excellent opportunity for
warming up for the ladies' U. S.
Open, to be played this year at
AtIa.L.* city&5Lon .luLy 47-
19. She'll leave July 12 for
Atlantic City and her qualifying
rounds. Last year at LaGrange,
Ill., she missed the cut in the
open by three strokes.
After having won the George
Hart tournament last year with
a two-over-ladies-par 77 on her
first time around the course, the
long-driving Tennessean toured
the 5,687-yard (ladies' distance)
course yesterday in even par to
win the 8th renewal of the
popular event. She won by five
strokes over one of her girls'
team members at Austin Peay,
Jane Jensen, a freshman from
Watertown, Minn., who posted
an 80.
Dr. Larson, a native of
Conway, Ark., cruised through
the first four holes in par before
going one under on the 405-yard
fifth with a birdie. On the 315-
yard sixth, however, she wound
-lip-with a-double- bogey: —
After having driven almost to
the green, she missed the
putting surface with a short
wedge shot, then chipped over
the green then back on and two
putts. She also missed the 165-
yard seventh with her tee shot
and wound up with a bogey,
leaving her two over with two
holes left on the front side.
She then parred the 320-yard
IN TROUBLE-Mary Bain, a Sikeston native and one of the most
popular golfers in the area, had to take a penalty stroke on the
16th hole at the George Hart Tournament as she hit into the edge
of the water. Bain shored the lead after the turn but wound up
toking fifth Owe in the championship flight. -





SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The National Basketball Associ-
ation may do away with center
jumps and add a third official
for its games next season.
But which team, if any, will
George McGinnis be playing
for?
The proposed rules changes,
to be tried on an experimental
basis in exhibition games and
'perhaps adopted for the 1975-76
regular season, were the most
interesting items coming out of
Wednesday's NBA Board of
Governors meetings.
Outside the meeting room,
the Golden State Warriors com-
pleted a trade made last week
by sending guard Butch Beard
to the Cleveland Cavaliers and
there was continued speculation
that Milwaukee would trade 7-
foot-2 star Kareem Abdul-Jab-
bar. The NBA champion War-
riors earlier gave Cleveland
two draft picks in exchange for
veteran forward Dwight Davis.
The agenda for today's final
sessions of the league meeting
included the cases of McGinnis
and Julius Erving, co-Most Val-
uable Players of the ABA this
past season.
McGinnis bought his way out
of his contract with the Indiana
Pacers and signed last week
with the NBA's New York
Knicks for almost $3 million.
But the Philadelphia 76ers hold
NBA draft rights to the ABA
scoring champion and want the
signing declared illegal and
void.
Erving is playing now with
the ABA's New York Nets un-
der a long-term contract, but
the Atlanta Hawks signed him
three years ago, a few days be-
fore the Bucks selected him in
the NBA draft. The Hawks
were fined for using him in two
exhibition games, then sold his
rights to the Nets. The Bucks
have asked for compensation.
Larry O'Brien, new NBA
TEACHER BEATS STUDENT-Lea Larson (left) congratulates Jane Jensen upon her performance in the
George Hart Invitational. Larson is the gaff coach at Austin Peoy while Jensen is a member of the Gover-
nors' golf team. Jensen played in a group immediately following Larson's foursome.
eighth and birdied the 400-yard
ninth, hitting a drive and a
wedge to the green for two
putts, giving her a one-over 38
on the front side.
After parring the 10th, she
stuck a 9-iron five feet from the
pin on the 125-yard Ilth and
canned the putt for her third
birdie. This was lost on the 260-
yard 71th, though, when her
wedge to the green went over,
and she ended up with a bogey
five... - - -








Crawford's Shell Station 7
Corvette Lanes 7
D. & D. Body Shop
Don's Auto Repair 5
Palace Cafe 3
Jones Iron & Metal 3
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Shirley's Garden Center ,
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HOLYA10E, England - South
Africa's Gavin Levenson
downed co-top seeded George
Burns of Port Washington,
N.Y., 2-up, in third-round play
of the British Amateur Golf
Championship.
commissioner, said he hoped
decisions could be made today
in both cases.
Boston Celtics President Red
Auerbach and special league
consultant Eddie Gottlieb an-
nounced the proposed changes
involving center jumps and offi-
ciating. Both are on the
league's competition com-
mittee.
Instead of having center
jumps to open each period of a
game, the teams will alternate
taking the ball out of bounds.
There still would be jump balls
called during the game in tie-
up situations.
"There are a lot of reasons
for the change," Auerbach
said, including the fact that
short referees have trouble
throwing the ball straight up
and high enough for 7-foot cen-
ters.
Under the NBA proposal, the
third official would be called
the umpire and would work
along one side of the court be-
tween the foul lines, making
calls involving the 24-second
shooting clocks, goaltending, 10-
second violations and shots tak-
en at the end of each period
Will Help Draw Crowd
PHILADELPHIA ( AP)
The Philadelphia Atoms are
banking on the North American
Soccer League's $7-million man
to bolster attendance at next
Tuesday's game with the New
York Cosmos.
"Normally, I'd be delighted
with a crowd of about 10,000"
Atoms' executive director Hal
Freeman said Wednesday.
"Right now; if the weather is
good and we can get the media
exposure ... I look for a mm -
(mum of double what we would
normally expect in terms of
crowd turnout."
The Cosmos earlier this week
signed Brazilian superstar,
Pele, to a reported $7 million,
three-year contract.
another bogey on the 440-yard
14th. She missed a shot com-
pletely while trying to hit left-
handed out of a bad lie near the
fence. She then proceeded to
post birdies at the 402-yard 15th
and the 460-yard 16th before
parring out for a one-under 36
and her winning 75 total.
Her birdie at 15 came after
she hit a 4-iron second shot to
within 12 feet of the pin and got
down in two putts. On the long,
lake-gukirded-16th, she hit her
drive long enough to reach the
fringe of the green in two from
which point she pitched close
and got down in one.
Miss Jenson, an art and
physical education major,
made the turn in 38, one ahead
of her coach, but skidded to a 42
on the long, troublesome back
nine to finish second. •
Two other members of the
Austin Peay girls' golf team
also competed in the tour-
nament, Kathy Conner, a fresh-
man from Dalton, Mass., and
Nancy Pott, Glasgow, Ky.,
freshman. Both also played in
the championship flight.
Third place in the cham-
pionship flight went to Mary
Jane Alford, Paducah, the only
two-time winner of the event.
She posted rounds of 42 and 39
for 81. Wanda Mullinax, also of
Paducah, was fourth with 82,
and Mary Bain, Sikeston, Mo.,
was fifth with 83.
Mrs. Bain finished in a tie
with Rae Warford and the host
club's Jeriene Sullivan, but was
declared the winner when the
score cards were matched on a
match-play basis.
Dutch Bryant, Paducah, was
the winner of the first flight with
an 84. Phyllis Kain, Murray,
was declared the second place
winner after tying with Carolyn
Caldwell of the Oaks Country
Club, Murray, and after their
score cards were matched.
They had 87's.
Fourth place was won by
Veneta Sexton, Murray, with an
88, and Betty Jo Purdom,
Murray, finished fifth with a 90.
Euvanelle Mitchell won the
second flight with an 88 and a
four-stroke edge over Shirley
Morris, Mayfield, and Dot
Arnold who tied with 92's. Mrs.
Morris won that score-card
match-up for the second place
prize.
Margaret Shuffett, Murray,
and Ruth Spurlock, Calvert
City, tied for fourth with 93's,
and Mrs. Shuffett was declared
the winner on a score-card
check.
Toni Hopson, Murray, was the
third flight winner with 96, three
strokes ahead of Sarah London,
Hopkinsville. Fulton's Judy
Willoughby was third with 100,
and Rainey Apperson, Murray,
and Della Boggess, Oaks, tied
with 101 for fourth with Mrs.
Apperson winning the score-
card match-up.
In the fourth flight, Jean
Doxsee, Murray, was the
winner with 102, followed by
Alice Komorowski, Calvert
City, with 108: Mary Cravens,
• Hopkinsville, and Jean Wilson.
Murray, with 113, and Rowena
Cullum, Murray, with 116.
The Dorothy Holland team
trophy, provided in memory of
one of the club's most active
lady golfers, went to a team of
Paxton Park golfers from
Paducah made up of Mrs.
Bryant, Mrs. Mullinax, Bea
Tapp and Mrs. Alford with an
aggregate score of 333. Last
year a team from the host team
won the coveted traveling
trophy.
























































































































































































































Where the future is now




Get the whole family together, and make sure you bring Grand-
ma, too. Because as long as she is accompanied by at least one
grandchild, she'll get in for 1,2 price. That's right, grandmothers,
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
National League
East














San Francisco 10, Chicago 8
Philadelphia 7, San Diego 2
Pittsburgh 2, Cincinnati 1
Los Arigetet -17 Montreal 15
New York 1, Houston 0
St. Louis 5, Atlanta 2
Friday's Games
Atlanta at New York, (n)
Chicago at Cincinnati, In)
San Diego at Montreal, (n)
Los Angeles at Philadelphia,
(n)
San Francisco at Pittsburgh,
(n)
St Louis at Houston, (n)
Chicago 27 21 .563
Pittsburgh 25 20 .556
New York 24 20 .545
Philphia 26 23 .531
Louis 22 25 .468
Montreal 16 27 .372
West
Los Angeles 32 22 .593
Cincinnati 30 22 .577
S.Francisco 25 23 .521
San Diego 25 27 .481
Atlanta 23 30 .434
Houston 24 35 .364




Boston 26 19 578
New York 24 24 500
Milwaukee 23 24 489
Detroit 21 23 477
Cleveland 20 26 435










California 24 27 .471 61/2
Chicago 22 27 449 71/2
Wednesday's Results
Boston 7, Chicago 6
Cleveland 4, Kansas City 0
-- Togas- 3,--Eiaitisno4e-t-,. 12--Irr-
nings
New York 6, Minnesota 3
California 2, Detroit 1
Oakland 11, Milwaukee 3
Friday's Games
Texas at Cleveland, (n)
Kansas City at Baltimore, (n)
Minnesota at Boston, (n)
New York at Chicago, (n)
Milwaukee at Califoria, (n)
Detroit at Oakland, (n)
Blue Moon Hunting A
New Place In The Sun
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
John "Blue Moon" Odom
made a strong pitch for more
money Wednesday night in
GB fact, he made several strong
3' 2 pitches.
4 Odom, fighting with the
41 1 2
6' 2 Cleveland Indians for a higher
salary, added weight to his ar-
gument with a splendid 4-0
shutout over the Kansas City
Royals.
"I had to prove something
out there tonight," said Odom
after his sparkling two-hitter.
had to show them I coalg_gp_
dift -afid-pitch:Tihink other bal-
Iclubs are looking at me."
Odom, traded May 22 to the
Indians from the Oakland A's,
was immediately unhappy with
the salary paid him at Cleve-
land. He claimed that the In-
dians have to make up for play-
off and World Series money
he might get with the defending
Inflation Fighters
Friday, Siturday & Sunday
June 6, 7 & 8
at
Lindy 's






A quarter pound of 100 % pure
ground beef served on a sesame seed












Open 9:30-Midnight 7 Days ,A Week
Watch For Our
Anniversary Celebration
World Champion A's, which
amounts to about 88,000. Odom
has been with the A's in their
past three championship years.
Odom said that if the Indians
don't cough up the money he
wants, he'd like to leave Cleve-
land and would prefer to either
be traded to the Texas
Rangers, or go back to the A's.
Home runs by Boog Powell,
John Lowenstein and Alan Ash-
by backed Odom's great pitch-
ing. The right-hander held the
Royals hitless until the sixth in-
ning, although men reached
-base- orr- vratks in the 'se-Co/id,
third and fifth.
Powell's home run came in
the first inning with Rick Man-
ning on base. Lowenstein back-
ed up Powell's homer with his
own into the same spot in the
right-field stands, giving the In-
dians a 3-0 first-inning lead.
Ashby hit his first home run
of the baseball season and the
second of his career in the fifth
inning off loser Steve Busby, 7-
4.
Red Sox 7, White Sox 6
Rick Burleson's run-scoring
single capped a four-run Boston
rally in the bottom of the ninth
inning, lifting the Red Sox over
the White Sox,
Rangers 3, Orioles 2
Cesar Tovar singled home the
tie-breaking run in the 12th in-
ning to give Texas its victory
over Baltimore. Joe Lovitto led
off the 12th with a single, Jim
Sundberg sacrificed him to sec-
ond and Tovar ripped his
game-winning single to left.
Yankees 6, Twins 3
Thurman Munson drove in
three runs with a homer and
single and George Medich post-
ed his first victory in six weeks
as New York beat Minnesota.
Angels 2, Tigers 1
Ed Figueroa stopped Detroit
On six singles, leading Califor-
nia's victory.
A's 11, Brewers 3
Billy Williams cracked four
hits and drove in three runs to
lead Oakland past Milwaukee.
GOING TO THE RACES? — The Mayfield Dirt Riders Club will sponsors race at 1 p.m. Sunday it the truck
which is located between Fancy Form and Dublin. To get to the track, take Highway 384 in Mayfield end
follow the signs to the track. All area riders and interested fens are invited to attend the races this
weekend.
Bad Weather Hurting  
U.S. In British Play 1
By NOEL HUGHES . .
AP Sports Writer
HOYLAKE, England ( AP) —
The United States contingent is
down to five going into the
fourth day of the British Ama-
teur Golf Championship.
Hoylake's deceptive 6,969-
yard par-72 layout on England's
west coast was proving as
tricky as ever, and only five
U.S. Walker Cup stars made to-
day's last 32 in the six-day
Competition.
An original U.S. entry of 37
hopefuls had started as hot fa-
vorites to produce a winner,
but the American contingent
was almost shattered by a mix-
ture of bad weather, bad luck
and plain bad play.
Even the winners were ner-
VOUS .
Dick Siderowf, a stockbroker
from Westport, Conn. and win-
ner of this coveted match play
crown in 1973, summed up his
thoughts this way: "I'm feeling
very shaky and I'm certainly
not going to win when the pres-
sure comes on if I don't get my
game right."
Another survivor into the
fourth round, 27-year-old John
Grace of Fort Worth, Tex., said




T-Ball and girls softball
coaches are needed before these
programs can begin! Anyone
interested in coaching please
contact Murray Park Depart-
ment immediately.
Registration for girls softball
will continue through June 10.
THE CHAMPION AGAIN—Lea Larson takes her next to the last putt in the George Hart Tourney on the
18th green. Larson fired on even.por 75 to win the tournament for her second consecutive year.
Astros And Phils Take::
Wins In Pony League
Two fine games were played
in the Pony League Wednesday
night as the Astros and Phils
posted wins.
In the opening contest, the
Astros clipped the Dodgers 11-5
Craig Rogers hurled the first
six frames for the Astros and
fanned seven men. He was
relieved in the final inning by
southpaw Mark Erwin.
The Astros got started in the
top of the first by scoring one
TRADE-IN WATCH
SALE!
YOUR OLD WATCH IS WORTH UP TO S50.00
REGARDLESS OF ITS AGE, MAKE OR CONDITION
This month we want
to sell 100 new gents
and ladies Bulove or
Accutrons. To do this
we're troding wild
as Indiens1 Try usll












run as John Denham's single
brought around Thomas
Kendall who had reached base
on a walk.
But in the bottom of the first,
the Dodgers took the lead as
they scored a pair. Hal Hen-
dricks was hit by a pitch, Alan
Gibbs tripled Hendricks home
and Gibbs later scored the go-
ahead run as he came home on a
wild pitch, giving the Dodgers a
2-1 lead.
But the Dodger lead didn't
last long. In the top of the
second, the Astros scored three
times. Steve Gough opened with
a walk, Kendall tripled, David
Stripling socked a double and an
error let in another run.
By the end of the frame, the
Astros led 4-2 and never looked
back.
Kendall scored five runs and
had two hits, one double and a
triple. However, Stripling took
honors in the game as he
smacked three hits. Also hitting
safely were Denham, Rogers
and Stan Tharpe.
For the Dodgers, hitting
safely were Hal Hendricks,
Gibbs, Tim Berkley, Kevin
Wright and Doug Johnson.
In the nightcap,. the Phils
managed to hang on to clip the
Indians 6-5.
Going into the top of the fifth
frame, the two teams were tied
up at two apiece. But the Phils
scored four times to snap the tie
and move out to a 6-2 edge.
The inning opened with Dan
Rogers walking, Bill Wilson
followed with a base on balls
and Ricky Garland drove both
of them home with a single. The
other two runs scored on errors.
In the bottom of the sixth, the
Indians scored twice and
trimmed the Phils' lead to a
mere run. Eric Story walked
and scored when Mike Howard
later reached on an error. Mike
Randolph, who had walked,
scored on Mike Pitman's single.
The Indians made one last
attempt in the seventh inning.
With two men out and defeat
staring them in the face, the
Indians rallied. Erie Story
slapped a double. He stole third
and on the throw, the catcher
lofted the ball into left field and
the Indians trailed just 6-5.
But the next man was retired
and the win was preserved for
the Phils.
Dan Rogers went the distance
for the winners and chalked up
14 strikeouts in scattering six
hits to the Indians.
For the Indians, Pitman had
three hits while Story had a pair
and Howard added one. For the
Phils, Garland paced the attack
with two hits while Dan and Don
Rogers each had a hit.
Two Pony League games are
on tap for tonight.
I am most grateful for your vote of confidence and
will continue my efforts in behalf of the welfare of
the people and of Murray.
11 Ed ( h n
JIM MARTIN
JUNE PAINT SALE
June is the month when outside house paint begins to sell in
very large volume. During .the past 20 years paint manufacturers
have greatly increased the types of outside house paints primarily
because of the large increase in new siding materials being market-
ed. The old conventional paints haven't worked too well with
some of the synthetic sidings and for this reason you should be
very careful to match up the correct paint for the surface you are
painting. The first rule is - ASK QUESTIONS! Among the
very popular materials at present is rough sawn cedar aiding or
rough surface plywood grooved to look like rough cedar. The
best coating for this siding is SOLID COLOR EXTERIOR
WOOD STAIN. The difference between an exterior stain and a
paint is in the thickness of the final film - the stain has a much
thinner film. Since the film is much thinner and heavily pigmented,
adhesion exceeds cohesion. This may not mean much to you but
it sure makes a tremendous difference in resistance to blistering
and peeling - the stains will NOT blister.
However, since the stains have such a thin film it is a good
idea to apply a sealer to the bare wood before applying the stain.
This is especially important for plywood.
The high temperatures and pressures used in the manufacture
of plywood always leave considerable stress in the plies and in
wet or damp weather the wood fibers soften when moisture is
absorbed and become weak enough for the stresa to relieve by
checking or cracking. This is called grain checking and will rapidly
deteriorate the, plywood and any coating by providing a moisture
reservoir which in the summer will promote destructive fungus
growth, and in the winter provide a moisture trap where the water
can freeze and expand and cause further damage to the plywood
and coating. An EXTERIOR WOOD SEALER is a thinned down
varnish with an additive to promote penetration, and it is worth
every penny of its cost - A good sealer will prevent these un•
pleasant things happening.
READ THE PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS CAREFULLY.
YOU CAN SAVE REAL MONEY!!
Exterior Oil Base Paints
Many home-owners prefer oil base paints and during the past
two years these same good people have been horrified at the pricer
being quoted for quality Oil House Paints. Our prices are far below
that of competing best quality brands. Look in your mad order cats•
log or call any paint store or lumber yard and ask about Beat Quality
Oil Paint prices.
$14.50 VALUE FOR $8.99. SUPER ONE COAT. The "Ca d-
illac" of the true one-coat House Paints. Glossy, Super Weather
Resistant, strongly mildew resistant and the best protection you can
buy for your home at any price. 6 to 8 years dependable life.
$14.50 VALUE FOR $8.99 (White) and $9.28 (Colors). FLAT
OIL HOUSE PAINT. White, 12 ready mixed colors and thousandr
of custom colors. This paint far exceeds Federal Government aped,
fications for blister resistant house paint. Contains extra large
amounts of the Whitest White pigments for one-coat coverage
Super 6 to 8 years life. This is the problem solver-sticks to a
greater variety of surfaces than any other paint-it keeps going
where other paints fad.
415.00 VALUE FOR $8.99. HOUSE AND TRIM' PAINT
. Whitt and 4 ready 'mixed colors plus thousands of custom colors.
The White is non-chalking and will not show streaks on brick. The
colors are non-fading and available in every hue imaginable. Retains
gloss finish far longer than other brands.
$10.98 VALUE FOR $7.29. CREOSOTE PAINT. White
or Black. This product is most often used on fences and, if you
are in an area where mildew is prevalent and troublesome, you
should consider using the Black Creosote Paint for your fences -
many of the prestigious horse farms in the bluegrass section of
Kentucky are using Black fence paint altogether. 4 to 6 years
durability.
$10.98 VALUE FOR $7.49. BARN PAINT. White, Red
or Black. Probably the best barn paints manufactured anywhere.
Top quality alkyd vehicles and expensive pigments 1 to 9 years
best service.
$12.98 VALUE FOR $8.29. ALL PURPOSE ALUMINUM
PAINT. Available in regular and Super Past Dry (30 min ). Use
regular for exterior wood and Super Fast Dry for metal exterior
and all surfaces interior.
Please note, the Black Creosote Paint, the White and Black
Barn PAIW, and the Super Fast Dry Aluminum are Special Order
Products, so allow about one week for delivery when you place
your order.
Exterior Latex House Paints
Latex House Paints are the easiest of all House Paints to apply
and during the past 10 years outstanding improvements in per-
formance have been accomplished. Colored Exterior Latex Coatings
are now more colorfast than oil types and when applied correctly
the film durability is equal to or exceeds the performance of the
best oil coatings. Our Jim Martin Latex Coatings are continually
tested against the best of other manufacturers' and none of the
other coatings have given better performance or appearance ratings
than our own
$4.98 VALUE FOR $2.98. BRITE WHITE LATEX HOUSE
PAINT. An astoundingly good paint for this price. In these times
of inflationary high prices you can afford to paint many things
around the home or farm for this low, low price. 2 to 3 yeses dura-
bility EXTERIOR-INTERIOR - White only.
$6.98 VALUE FOR $4.98. SUPER DURABLE VINYL,
ACRYLIC. Perfect opreadability make, it almost impossible to put
this paint on wrong. Tough Acrylic resin gives this paint durability.
Goes on easily-dries in 10 minutes. Fast soap and water dean-up
Resists dirt collection and marring. Use it with confidence. 3 to 4
year; durability. White only.
00.98 VALUE FOR $7.98. ACRYLIC LATEX HOUSE
PAINT. The -Williamsburg- super quality appearance with 7 to
10 years durability. A true One Coat Latex House Paint with more
of the expensive pigments and latex than any other brand for Super
Performance. In White, 12 ready mixed colors and thousands of
custom colors.
Murray Supply C*.
Phone 753-3361 208 E. Main
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Larger Barley Crop Panel Questions Popular Demand
Means Wider Prices For Tobacco Marketing Procedures
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture official says a larger bur-
ley tobacco crop this year
would mean a wider price
spread — and the incentive to
produce better leaf.
The assessment comes from
Joseph J. Todd, deputy director
of the agriculture department's
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service ( ASCS).
Todd said there currently is po
incentive to produce quality to-
bacco because the short supply
nie_ans_burley_gr9w.ers get ,Ebaici
practically the same amount
for any grade they sell.
Todd spokes to burley grow-
ers, warehousemen and manu-
facturers attending the annual
convention of the Burley Auc-
tion Warehouse Association
Tuesday at Lexington. He
said exports of Americ9,n-pro-
duced burley have fallen off
"sizeably" in recent months
and that foreign-grown tobacco
imports also have increased.
Todd said that situation re-
sulted from the shortage of
American burley but predicted
that with good weather this
growing season, U. S. farmers
could produce as much as 675
million pounds of tobacoo.
He said that such a crop
would put American burley
back into a good supply-de-
mand situation in the world
market.
However, the president of an-
other tobacco association warn-
ed growers that production is
not enough, but that they must
guard the quality of the tobacco
produced as well.
Don Coyte, president of the
Burley Leaf Tobacco Dealers
Association, said American bur-
ley traditionally has been in de-
mand because of its "superior
quality, taste and aroma."
But he said many foreign
countries are now becoming in-
volved in burley production and
some of them take more care
with the tobacco than do grow-
ers in the United States.
We will be risking our hard-
won gains if we neglect quali-
ty," he said.
Ira Massie, a tobacco special-
ist with the University of Ken-
tucky department of agronomy,
said buyers have been critical
of the amount of foreign matter
found in- American tobacco.
Massie said one buyer told him
he had found glass, sand, nails
— even shoes — in the burley
'lie had purchased.
Massie also criticized the in-
creased use of rubber bands to
hold sheaves of tobacco togeth-
er, saying the rubber ends up
being fired in the manufac-
turing process and becomes a
part of the final product —
cigarettes.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
panel named to look into to-
bacco marketing in Kentucky
has questioned the popular de-
mand for it, but one member
suggested Kentucky should
regulate warehouse space for
such sales.
The suggestion came from
state Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, who indicated its pur-
pose was to discourage the
building of any more ware-
house space for tobacco sales.
He said that made it more ex-
pensive to sell tobacco, with
farmers being the losers.
Berry., told colleagues on a
special- subcommittee on to-
bacco marketing he doubted
such a law would be used be-
cause its existence probably
would stop anyone from adding
more warehouse space. He said
the law could require state ap-
proval before more such space
could be built.
He said the subcommittee
should include that suggestion
in its final report. And he said
the interim legislative com-
mittee on agriculture and natu-
ral resources, of which he is
also a member, should be
asked to sponsor the same leg-
islation, as well.
He said a new warehouse
could get 50 per cent of the sell-
ing time in a given area by just
building a structure as big as
all existing warehouse space
there. All the facilities then
would have to charge farmers
more to sell the tobacco, he
said, to pay for their in-
vestment.
Berry and several other
members of the tobacco mar-
keting subcommittee expressed
frustration Tuesday about try-
ing to help farmers sell their
tobacco better when the farm-
ers seem to want no change.
The special subcommittee
was created to look into
charges that tobacco was being
sold in Kentucky by an alloca-
tion system rather than by a
true auction. In the allocation
system, all buyers stop bidding
at a certain price, and the auc-
tioneer then allocates that bas-
ket of tobacco among them on
the basis of how much each
bought the year before.
Rep. Herman Rattliff, R-
Campbellsville, said individual
growers seem to want the sub-
committee to do something but
their representatives at a hear-
ing it held "didn't want us to
fool with it (the present sys-
tem)."
Those representatives at the
hearing were with the Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau and the
Burley Farmers Advisory
Council, none of whom asked
for any changes in the present
auctioning system.
Berry said the only growers
who wanted something changed
were those who had a poorer
quality tobacco and wanted a
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
7534434
top price for it — that all that
really mattered was the price.
Rep. Donald Blandford, D-
Philpot, agreed, saying: "The
growers are lukewarm now
about having us in there be-
cause the price is high.
"But let the bottom drop out
of tobacco prices) — and it
will if allocation continues —
and they'll be back," Blandford
added.
Berry said further: "Our con-
cern was not what the situation
was now but what it had the
potential to be.
"We can't solve that without
the support of the people who
ate- -going Id -get hurt and
their strong support," he said.
Berry said the subcom-
mittee's final report should
mention the U.S. Justice De-
partment is investigating to see
if the allocation system violates
federal anti-trust laws.
He said it was undetermined
yet whether the Justice Depart-
ment could do anything about
that. The legislature should
wait to see if it can before
doing anything at the state lev-
el, he said.
The subcommittee indicated
it hoped to act on its final re-
port by late August. It said it
might recommend some such
panel as itself remain in effect
because of the beneficial effect
it felt its presence has had on
tobacco marketing in Kentucky.
HIGH LOW
NEW YORK ( AP) — Some of
the world's literally highest and
lowest restaurants and hotels
are accepting credit cards
these days, according to Diners
Club, the founding credit card
company.
"high"The is located in Nep-
al, where the Mount Everest
View Hotel, located at an alti-
tude of 14,700 feet and report-
edly one of the world's "high-
est" hotels, accepts the card.
The "low" is in Israel — in the
towns of Sodom and Dead Sea.
There, the hotel-restaurant
Galei Zohar and Pan American,
respectively, each located at
approximately 1,2500 feet below
















Beats and shakes the car-
peting on a cushion of air
and loosens deeply im-

























• Adjustable 3-position handle • Fast, easy conver-
sion for above-the-floor cleaning (tools optional) •
Tapestry-look vinyl brocade dust bag wipes Clean
with a damp cloth • Convenient on/off foot switch
• Full wrap-around vinyl furniture guard protects
furniture
Murray Appliance Co.
Owners: HOWARD COY, JOHN SIMMONS
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• lt,.:ps ensure longer wearing parts A -smooth,
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WORN OUI SHOCK ABSORBERS CAUSE
EXPENSIVE TIRE WEAR
SHOCK ABSORBERS SHOULD ALWAYS
BE REPLACED IN SETS OF 4 FOR




shocks 4 Shocks Installeci
Brake Overhaul
$4995
Beaks limeys 4 wheels.
•Turn Drums •Arc linings
Disc Brakes •Add fluid, clean front
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808 Coldwater Rood - Near 5 Points
Phone 753-3164
Hours Mon thru Fit. 110 5.30














By Oil, Gas Companies
HOUSTON (AP) — The mod-
ern young woman may just find
herself in the WINRs' circle.
That's "women in natural re-
sources."
"Women college graduates
with degrees in chemical, civil,
electrical, geological, metal-
lurgical and petroleum engi-
neering are, now being actively
recruited by the energy in-
dustry," reports an oil and gas
exploration and production
company here.
"In 1970, only 7.5 per cent of
new college graduates em-
ployed by the energy industry
were women," according to a
survey taken by TransOcean
Oil Inc. The company projects
that the percentage will in-
crease to 11 by the end of 1975
-and 4ump.to..1fil per cent .by
1980.
The company says that at
this time women are being em-




HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply quick-drying T-4-L. Feel
it take hsld to check ,itch, burning
• in MINUTES. fri 3 to S 'days, in-
fected skin sloughs off. Watch
HEALTHY skin replace it! If not
delighted IN ONE HOUR, your 59..
back at any drug counter. NOW at
Holland Drug Company
is also a trickle of female me-
chanical and electrical engi-
neers plus a glimmer of hope
there will soon be petroleum
engineers."
The survey found that there
has also been a sharp increase
in the number of women in
marketing, distribution and
computer jobs at the oil and
gas industries. "Other dis-
ciplines drawing women into
natural resources are ecology,
business administration, fi-
nance, accounting and ocean-




FRESNO, Calif. (AP) —
James F. Greene, deputy com-
missioner of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service
claims there are as many as
50,000 illegal aliens in the San
Joaquin Valley.
Greene estimated that more
than one-third of the seasonal
workers are illegal aliens, most
of whom paid $200 to $300 to be
smuggled north from Mexico.
He said while some are paid
prevailing wages, "many are
also working at below the
standard rate.
"Either way, they are dis-
placing an American worker or




COME TO THE ECONOMY EXPERTS
For This Years Style Leader...
MATADOR BROUGHAM
With an Economical 6-Cylinder
Engine Standard. Plus all the
benefits of the exclusive





806 Coldwater Rd. — Phone 753-6448 }
More than 50 boys and girls participated in the first annual Junior Fishing Rodeo held at Devils Ellidw 111 Land Between The
Lakes recently. The annual race is sponsored by the Deer Sporlsrnans Club, the merchants of Murray, and TVA. Overa!1 win-
ners were: Grand Champion, Kenneth Durham, Cadiz, KY. and Reserve Champion, Kela Conley, Murray, KY. Winners in the
6-year old division were: first place, Kela Conley, Murray, KY; second place, Eddie Frazier, Kirksey, KY; and third place, Mary
Jo Simmons, Murray, KY. (not pictured). Winners in the 7-year old division were: first place, Trey Nall, Mayfield, KY; second
place, Clint Barrow, Murray, KY; and third place, Margy Burchfield, Murray, KY (not pictured). Winners iii the 8-year old
division were first place, tone Parker, Murray, KY; second place, Norman Frazier, Kirksey, KY; and third place, Richie John-
ston, IGrksey, KY. Winners in the 9-year old division were: first place, Tim Burchfield, Murray, KY (not pictured k second place,
John Howard, Benton, KY; and third place, Jeffrey Oakley, Cadiz, KY. Winners in the 10-year old division were: first place,
James Copeland, Mayfield, KY; second place, Mark Willie, Kirksey KY; and third place, Richard Wagoner, Murray, KY. Winners
in the 11-year old division were: first place, Kenneth Durham, Cadiz, KY; second place, Mike McKinney, Kuttawa, KY; and third
place, Teddy Newcome, Farmington, KY. Land Between The Lakes is a 170,000-acre public outdoor recreation area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. (TVA Photo)
U.S. Airman Studies Ballet n Germanyi 
WIESBADEN, Germany
(API — An Air Force personnel
specialist by day, a ballet stu-
dent by night.
That describes Airman 1.C.
Zenia Bernar, a 19-year-old Air
Force member stationed at
Lindsey Air Station here.
Miss Rernar's Air Force job
is to review and process air-
man performance and officer
effectiveness reports for the
601st Tactical Control Wing's
Consolidated Base Personnel
Office (CBP0).
Her off-duty time is spent
mostly studying at the Hes-
sische State Theater ballet
school in Wiesbaden, a school
which teaches the classical Eu-
ropean tradition.
Miss Bernar's early interest
Cm n ballet is credited to her
mother. "She took me to a bal-
let when I was about 8. I liked
what I saw and knew that's
what I wanted to be," she said.
At first, her parents dis-
couraged her early interest in
ballet. "Mom knew the work
was quite involved and didn't
want me getting into something
that difficult. Later she
changed her mind — when she
found out I wouldn't change
mine. So, they put me through
dancing school in Cleveland,"
she said.
Miss Bernar almost quit
dancing in 1972 because she be-
lieved there might be more im-
portant things to do in life. She
joined the Air Force the same
year.
After completing basic train-
ing at Lackland Air Force Base
in Texas Miss Bernar was se-
lected for technical training at
Keesler AFB in Mississippi.
There she learned the mechan-
ics of the Air Force personnel
system.
She was then assigned to
Lindsey where a friend ar-
ranged a meeting with the Hes-
sisdie State Theater ballet
meister, Frau Clara Gora.
"I was extremely nervous,"
Miss Bernar said.
"It was the first time in two
years that I had danced and I
was sure that everything would
go wrong." It didn't.
She has been with the school
more than a year. She prac-
tices almost every evening
after work, hoping one day to
become a professional balle-
rina. Both newcomers and sea-
soned members practice in a
large, empty room on the top
floor of the Wiesbaden Opera
House.
"I believe that I am the onh
American in the group," she
said.
Frau Gora explained that it
takes about eight years of daih
practice before one is ready
perform as an extra in the ba,-
Marler's Health Foods
Spring 'ionic" Sale In Progress
Featuring Thompson 's Natural
Vitamins Sold Only In Health Food Stores
HI-ENERGY 90%
Protein Powder Reg. 4.95 NOW 13"
MAXI-l& MAXI-2 SPECIAL POTENCY
Vitamins 8, Minerals SAVE 12013
Free! VITAMIN-C ACEROL A, GREEN PEPPER, RUTIN, ROSE TIPS 4
BIOFLAVONOIDS
Get 100 Tablets Free 350 Tablets
New!!! Mailgram C
500 MG-250 CAPSULES, NOW JUST 1895
FREE! ONE MONTHS SUPPLY MUREX
Multivitamin with Reg. size 15"
SAVE 1.05 BUY 60 CAPS
Popular 'Expo 36' 111"
Free! Schiff Chewmins, Chewable Calcium, Phosphorus
Magnesium with Vitamin D
FREE WITH THIS AD AND 1100* PURCHASE
BUY 250 TABLETS-GET 60 TABLETS FREE








Prices Effective through June 14th
Limited Ouanity on Hand
and
SUPER 4 in 1
Diet Capsules
OVER 10% OFF REG; 3.95
PURE NATURAL
Millers Bran Reg 65 Now 59'
Raw Wheat Germ Reg 75' Now 65'
El Molin Cookies Reg 89' Now 79'
R.G. Licithin Granules Reg 4.95 lb Now 2T
ORGANICALLY GROWN
'Soybeans Reg 39 lb Now lb 27 
NOW 13'
Health Books - 10% off (or you
may borrow them)








Raw Sunflower Seeds - Reg
Of
Roasted Soybeans Reg I.
Garlic or Bar-B-0
With minimum 1100' Purchase
Prices Effective through June 141h
limit Only 1 per Family Per Day
Marler's Health Foods
Off Highway 80 East - Hardin, Ky. Phone 437-4296
let. She believes that her Amer- sessions," Frau Gora noted.
jean pupil is almost ready for a Miss Bernar is quick to give
dancing position. credit.
"There was an opening for "I could never have seen as
her as an understudy with one much, nor experienced as
cf our ensemble members last much, if it were not for my Air
January but Zenia was not able Force assignment here," she






Baby Girl Wilson t Mrs.
Pamela Wilson, Mother), No.
71, Riveria Cts., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Charlotte L. Ezell, Raute
3, Cadiz, Mrs. Evelyn K. Price,
1605 Sunset, Murray, Willie
Paul Roberts, Route 5, Box 138,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma
Hargrove, Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Marie McNutt, Route 4,
Murray, Miss Denise Ever-
smeyer, 820 N. 19th Murray,
Mrs. Linda Kaye Nanney,
Almo, Charissa Lynn Cates and
mutimakr0,11;11P0 .T
Baby Boy, 1631 Farmer,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie Howard,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Nell
Graham, 1017 W. 2ricl, Box 178,
Fulton, John A. Kimmons,
Route 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.




NEW YORK (AP) — "Who's
Who in Opera" will be pub-
lished by Arno Press, which
says it will be the first time
that information listing all ma-
jor roles an artist has sung and
all major companies with






Johnny Parker, flight instructor at Thorobred Flying
Service smiles proudly & congratulates Don Alley, Tap-
pan employee, on his first solo flight. A once in a lifetime
event.
You can accomplish this by enrolling in a private pilot
flight training program. Average person can be flying solo





We've got a lot of great new gift ideas for Father's Day.
All sorts of action sports wear and leisure wear. In all kinds of
terrific colors and 'go-together' combinations.
You'll like., he'll like.. their top quality and inflation-fighting
prices Get-down and have a look
207 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Moot 442-6314
tras5fiopft





MEN'S a BOYS' SHOP
211 BROADWAY
Phone 442-5415
Sunday, June 15th is FAIHER'S DAY
;
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Be alert now. Others may be
trying to outmaneuver you.
Keep eyes, ears attuned so that
you don't miss a trick. New
benefits in the offing.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't scatter energies. If you
try to do too many things at one
time, you will do none well. Give




May 22 to June 21 )
The lessons of experience
should govern this day.'s moves.
A well-planned program will
run much more smoothly than a
spur-of-the-moment set-up.
CANCER
) June 22 to July 23)
Be alert, stress your calm,
capable self, and problems will
be resolved more easily. Your
persuasiveness can do much,
but don't overdo it.
) 
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) %1244A
Stimulating solar influences
indicate a day in which to step
up efforts. Mix with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
VIRGO
) Aug. 24 to Aug. 23) riPt-11.
You may have a complex
problem. Tackle it with
unobtrusive but solid deter-
mination. Back principles
stoutly, but avoid being sharp
with others.
LIBRA
111:1r1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A good day for -pulling
strings." Persons of influence
will be highly amenable should
you need their help.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Curb tendencies toward
combativeness. You can be
your independent self without
being arrogant or domineering
— and you'll gain more.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 340
If you have doubts or un-
certainties about launching a
certain project, it would be well
to heed. Try to find the un-
derlying reasons for your
hesitancy.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some unprecedented situa-
tions or unusual propositions
indicated. Study well but defer
taking action until early next
week.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Under good Uranus in-
fluences, your imagination is
heightened. Give your creative
ideas the "full treatment."
They should work out well.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCr
Some difficulty in com-
munication likely. Be especially
careful in what you tell another
"confidentially." It could
boomerang.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with the mind, and
usually the inclination, for
intellectual pursuits; could be
an outstanding writer, scientist,
educator, research specialist or
jurist. You could also shine in
the theater ( as actor, dramatist








• No unpleasant odor
• Dries in minutes .
clean tools with wate
• Beautiful colors
• Beautify all interior
walls
A & R Home
Improvement Center




However, you are an extremely
restless individual and your
eventual succes will depend
upon the steadiness and
stamina for routine which you
must develop yourself since,
inherently, you loathe tedium
and the humdrum so necessary
at times. You are an extremely
gregarious person, can meet
and captivate people without
even trying, and you are an
expert at handling novel
situations. You can pick
brilliant ideas "out of the blue,"
put them in a nutshell and make
them saleable. Traits to curb.
extravagance and hyper-
sensitity. Birthdate of: John A.





CONWAY, Ark. ( AP) — John
Bates said he just got tired of
looking for jobs. So he decided
to supplement his income on
television game shows.
In the last 18 months Bates,
28, and his wife, Stephanie, 23,
have earned over $41,000 in
cash and merchandise in Holly-
wood.
-The job market is so bad
that we just decided the game
shows were a good way to
make a lot of money fast," he
said.
"We both got hooked on
game shows while we were stu-
dents," said Bates, who has
managed an apartment build-
ing since earning a Masters de-
gree in counseling. "We just
decided to pack up and go out
there to win some money."
He said they had to pay
about $12,000 in taxes to the
federal government.
-Some people get in real
binds when all they win is mer-
chandise," he said. "We were
lucky, we won enough cash to
cover taxes."
He said that "despite what
you hear, there isn't an IRS
man waiting for as you as you
leave the stage."
Bates said there is stiff com-
petition to become contestants
on the game shows.
He said the game show pro-
ducers look for "the ability to
come up with quick answers.
They also want you to be jubi-
lant and to be excited all the
time — which isn't hard when
there's so much money."
Mrs. Bates said it was an ad-
vantage that they were troth
Conway. "Most petiple have
some kind of gimmick to get
on. I guess it was just enough
of a gimmick to be from Ar-
The couple first appeared in
the fall of 1973 on the NBC
show "Gambit."
As a team, they won $8,000
cash, and $9,000 in merchan-
dise.
"We got on a first name
basis with the producers,"
Bates said. They thought we
were good contestants, so they
said we should try out for 'High
Rollers'.
Mrs. Bates was a contestant
on "High Rollers" May 19. She
won $14,000 in cash, and $8,000
in merchandise, including trips
to Acapulco, Las Vegas and
Hawaii.
Bates said he has a good
chance of becoming a con-
testant on the new NBC show
"The Magnificent Marble Ma-
chine." He said he'll probably
appear on that show in late
summer.
Despite the success, Bates
said he has re-enlisted in the
Marine Corps.
"I'm tired of making $7,00
on the outside, when I can
make $10,000 in the corps," he
said. "The game shows sure
helped us beat the bad econo-
my. Besides, it kind of gets in
your blood."
TIRE TREAD TEST
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
penny doesn't buy much these
days, but it can insure your
family's safety on the road, ac-
cording to the Tire Retread In-
formation Bureau.
The condition of a tire's tread
Is crucial for automobile safety.
To check the tread of your tires
try the penny test.
Insert the head of a penny
upside down into the tire tread
If the tip of the head shows,
your tread rubber is low and it
should be turned in. Tires with
low tread are 44 times more






AM-FM DItITAL CLOCK RADIO
Give Dad or Grad a "mini" radio
that wakes to music or buzzer-and.
save 25%! Snooz„e Bar and sleep






CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
Reg. 79.95 Designed to fit where others won't,
this Realistic cassette loads5495 SIDEWAYS, starts automatically. Slidecontrols for volume, balance, tone.



















A brilliant performer with
memory. dynamic constant.
percent key Full-floating













• Plum • Strawberry • Orange • Pistachio









169 95 13 1121
SAVE 530 ON CLARINETTE • -40
EVERYTHING ABOVE
EXCEPT TAPE PLAYER






FOR HOME OR OFFICE
Reg 49 95299512-688
SAVE $30





30-50 MHz VHF LOW
148-174 MHz VHF HIGH
Reg 7995
109 95 20-156
PRO-13 VHF HI/UHF --
AUTOPORTABLE
148-114 MHz VHF HIGH
450-470 MHz UHF
Reg 2095
1 19 95 IV V 20-157
Ffeouency beterung May Be Regulated By Local Author,ues
SAVE $20
BRING YOUR CAR TAPES































What a bargain! Our sale-priced STA-76 with
FM muting, separate bass, treble, balance and
volume controls. Main/remote speaker
switches, tape monitor, built-in
4-speaker capability. And much
more! There's only one place you



















































RADIO SHACK HASN'T RAISED A PRICE SINCE JULY, 1974 BUT WE'VE LOWERED THEM PLENTY
Hours - Monday - Friday 10-9
Saturday 10-7 Not Open on Sunday
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Natchez IX Wins First Steamboat
Race In New Orleans In Century
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The
Natchez IX has steamed to
triumph in the first steamboat
race here in more than a centu-
ry. An archbishop had declared
God on her side.
"Next year, we'll have an
archbishop aboard our boat and
we'll win," said a member of
the defeated Delta Queen's
crew.
"It wasn't so bad," declared
actor Robert Dawson of Mil-
waukee, standing aboard the
Delta Queen. He was made up
as Mark Twain in a white suit
with a cigar. "We came in sec-
ond, didn't we?"
He told the passengers it all
reminded him of the legendary
John R. Roe, a steamboat of
the fabled past which he said
was so slow it used to lose
races with islands.
The guest of honor aboard
the Natchez IX, Archbishop
Philip M. Hannan, had tactfully
said, "God's on the side of the
boat with the most passen-
gers."
That was the Natchez, which
carried 636 yelling and drinking
passengers. There were about
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28 Greek letter 42 Limb
30 Weight of 44 Narrate
India 46 Hurl
3111 (contr ) 47 In favor of
33 Army officer 48 Base
labbr ) 49 Golf mound
37 Woolly 51 Silkworm
38 Paddle 52 Lair
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Most of the passengers paid
$25 apiece for the chance to
ride a winner. Of each fare, $5
went to a fund to restore histor-
ic St. Louis Cathedral in the
French Quarter.
A spokesman for the Arch-
diocese of New Orleans esti-
mated the race raised about
$10,000 for the fund, including
donations.
While the Natchez won a
prized set of antlers to hang in
the cabin, passengers on the
loser claimed they won the
drinking contest.
"We came in first at the bar,
and that's what counts," said
attorney Sal Panzeca as a five-
piece jazz band rattled the
walls with Dixieland music.
"Ah, The Old Gray Mare, She
Ain't What She Used To Be,"
Capt. Ernest Wagner of the
Queen sang in a glum basso-
profoundo eoneession- of victory
to Capt. Clark Hawley of the
Natchez.
The Natchez IX whipped her
sternwheel up to 19 revolutions
a minute for 15 miles an hour
along six miles of Mississippi
River waterfront, leaving the
Delta Queen to eat spray.
With an insolent whoop of her
hoarse whistle, the Natchez
passed under the Mississippi
River Bridge more than a half
a mile ahead of the bigger,
heavier Queen, a sternwheeler
out of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Shipping was stopped during
the race. Spectators watched
from the levee. Ships docked
along the way blew salutes as
the steamers, both excursion
boats, churned past on the
muddy river, about half a mile
wide here.
The last big steamboat race
in this area pitted an earlier
Natchez against the Robert E.
Lee in 1870. That match started
here and ended 1,154 miles up-

















A Few False Starts
By TIM WHTTE
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Victoria
Medlin has been the victim of a
misunderstanding or two.
Perhaps you recall the come-
ly locker-room crasher with the
long blonde hair in a recent
men's hair tonic commercial.
She spoke her piece, then ad-
libbed a sportsmanlike pat to
Miami Dolphin Bob Greise's
rump - "Nice game, Bob" -
as she exited.
Well, that brazen blonde was
Victoria Medlin . in a man-
ner of speaking.
got a lot of publicity and
recognition from that com-
mercial," she explains. "People
would stop me on the street -
many of them dirty old men -
expecting me to be the (or-
ward, slightly naughty type
they had seen on television. But
the girl in the commercial isn't
me; it was a role. I Would nev-
er go on the Johnny Carson
Show as the 'hair oil girl in the
locker room.' I was invited on
those terms, but I refused."
The 23-year-old Miss Medlin
has been in show business most
of her life, working as a model.
actress, songwriter and, princi-
pally, a singer. She began her
career at the age of 5, touring
with the road company of the
musical, "Plain and Fancy."
"For a while I was the
youngest member of Actors
Equity," she says. "I had a
special song in the show, a solo
called 'Plenty of Pennsylvania.'
The cast used to tease me be-
cause I had such a big voice
for a little girl. I suspect I in-
herited it from my mother, who
is a coloratura soprano."
Early "breaks" were numer-
ous for the talented young Vic-
toria, but they frequently mis-
fired. At 14, "Boys and Girls
Together" a group she sang
and played piano with, record-















spite good material and produc-
tion by John Simon, the record
went nowhere.
Victoria's strong, sultry
voice, combined with her looks
and natural acting ability,
earned her a contract with Uni-
versal Pictures and its record
division at the age of "16k2."
Unfortunately, that arrange-
ment went awry.
"I hated California," said
Miss Medlin. "I wanted to be,
and should have been, back in
New York drinking milkshakes
with my friends, but my moth-
er took me out there. I got
roles in TV shows like 'The Vir-
ginian' and 'The Name of The
Game,' but Universal was run
like a factory, so I was just a
factory worker.
All I wanted to do was sihg,.
but back then theft recoid -COM-
pany was small and dis-
organized. This was long before
they had Elton John on the la-
bel. My forte is rhythm and
blues, but they wanted to make
roe an Olivia Newton-John
type. That same year, I caught
hepatitis; things weren't going
my way."
VICTORIA MEDLIN
After a recuperative trip to
Europe, Miss Medlin returned
to New York and landed the
lead in "Hair." She replaced
Melba Moore, who was starring
on Broadway in "Purlie."
''I went to the audition of
Hair' with a few hundred other
girls," she recalls. "I sang one
song and the director handed
me the contract right on stage.
He said, 'A lot of girls in this
show are gonna hate you 'cause
of this, se be ready!'
"I think 'Hair' was really the
beginning for me," she says
with a smile. "Eight shows a
week are far worse than two
concerts a night, but I needed
the maturing that comes with
that kind of experience. Frank-
ly, I also needed to stop the
show every night - as a sing-
er."
Miss Medlin's show-stopper
was the number, -Easy To Be
Hard," and it attracted the at-
tention of a number of record
companies, but once again,
they misread her signals.
"They either wanted a sweet,
middle-of-the-rood singer, or
they heard my tapes, thought I
was black, and backed out
when they discovered I
wasn't."
Miss Medlin left the rock mu-
sical after a year and a half
and decided to make a demo
album - singing her kind of
music and using her own mon-
ey. Working with songwriter-
partner Ned Albright and a
host of musician friends, she
funded the expensive project by
doing commercials and mod-
eling.
"Everybody told me I was
crazy," she says. "They said
that nobody does that; it's un-
heard of.
"I didn't care. I needed to go
through the experience just to
clarify my style in my own
.mind."
That tape, and a lot of deter-
mined legwork, has finally paid
off for both Miss Medlin and
friend Albright. Together, they
are writing music for various
artists, among them Brazilian
keyboardist Deodato.
Moreover, Miss Medlin has
signed with London Records
and located an understanding
and enthusiastic producer, New
Orleans r and b wizard Allen
Toussaint.
She sums up the years of
blind alleys and mis-
comprehensions with a simple
credo: "I've tried to be honest
with myself, to stick with what
I know I do best. So many suc-
cessful people never please
themselves."
It is claimed the first settle-
ment of white pioneers in Ne-
vada was a Mormon trading
Post now called Genoa.
Records show fewer persons
were killed in hunting accidents
in 1974 than in any other year
since the hunter safety training
program began 21 years ago.
There were nine fatalities in
'74.
2. Notice








openings as a World Book
representative. Ex-
ceptional income op-
portunity. No sales ex-
perience necessary. For
interview appointment
call 365-3451 between 8 : 00-
10:00 mornings or 6:00-
10:00 evenings. ( L-72)
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-
BER Shop, 209 Walnut NEEDED SOMEONE to
Street. Also Watkins sell Watkins Products.
Products. 753-9067. Call 753-5550.
a LEAD GUITAR player for
rock group. Contact






• Sew* , June 7•
I. Sea "et "an 1140
I" Shove starts 1:0*
• II
The Tender'






JACK AND Jill - openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922.
3 Card 01 Thanks
I WISH to express my deep
appreciation and thanks
for the many acts of
kindness and sympathy
extended to me during the
long illness and death of
my husband, Charles
Leslie Pittman. A special
thanks to the donors of
food and flowers. The
singers, Bro. Hargis and
Bro. White, The Blalock
and Coleman Funeral
Home, Mrs. Bell, R. N.
and her nursing staff at
the Convalescent Home.
May God's richest
blessings rest upon each




THANKS VERY much to
everyone that helped and
assisted in any way
during the death and
funeral of our daughter,
Mrs. Christine (Un-
derhill) Wood, Thanks for
the food, the flowers, the
sympathy and comforting
words and cards, the
many friends, The music
and singing were so
beautiful also.
Thanks to the Rev.
William McKinney and
Rev. Floyd Lankin of-
ficiating the last rites so
sweet and beautiful and to
the J. H. Churchill of-
ficiating people. May God




5. cost And Found
LOST $50 reward for return
or information leading to












20 interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week
Management exrierience
helpful not not necessary.











not necessary. Apply in
person to Hurt,
Christopher and Jones,
105 North 6th Street.
TALENT WANTED for










Jitterbug, etc. for the
Countryside Outdoor
WANT TO BUY dark-fired
and female. Call Harvey tobacco plants. Call 753-
Theatre. 18 or older male










The sooner you cell,




14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
around Ito 2 acres of land
in Calloway or the
Southern part of Marshall
County. Phone 437-4291.
ONE SET OF concrete
steps for a mobile home.
Phone 437-4291 or 437-4411.
USED ELECTRIC stove










with 8 S degree for design















mow and care for Hazel
Cemetery. Will make




If you are interested in
















you can earn your own set
of World Book and
Childcraft plus generous
commissions in your




available in all counties.
No previous sales ex-
perience necessary. Write
to Barbara Van Hooser,
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
42445 or phone 365-3451
between 8:00-10:00 a. m.
(T-59)
12. Insurance








silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Estate appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
USED AIR conditioner, 2
bedroom size. $35. Call
Oliver Cherry, 753-5671
daytime or 753-3430 night.
FOR SALE 6' picnic table,










• No unpleasant odor
• Dries in minutes .
clean tools with water
• Beautiful colors




A & R Home
Improvement Center
611 Sint% foorth SIteet
Merin, tented, 12071
SEE CUSTOM-BUILT
Portable Buildings for all
your storage needs
Prices start at $368.00.
Sizes from 8 x 8 thru 20 x
24. Also Lake Cottages.
Boat Docks, Patios, and
Greenhouses. Located on.
Hicks Cemetery Road.
One mile South of -Cherry
Corners off Highway 121
South.
.TWO BASS seats, 1 year
old. Like new. Pepsi drink
box. C & P Body Shop,
Hwy. 121. Call 753-8355.
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15 Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10




Admiral 23" black and
white TV. Black-face
Johnson CB radio. Call
489-2199.
FOUR CRAGER mags,












120 PEPSI COLA drink
box. For bottles. $100.
Without changer. Can be
seen at Thweatt's Service
Station, 7 miles north on
641. Call 753-2720.
MUST SELL • 2 year old
Westinghouse range,
Gibson refrigerator-
freezer. and Azuki 10-
speed bicycle. Call 753-
3559 and make an offer.
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon






Call 489-2340 after 5 p. m
25 CUBIC FOOT Hotpoint
chest-type freezer. Good
condition. $175. Call 753-
0412.
USED HIDE-A-BED couch
and chair. Couch needs
upholstering. $50. Call




oat dishes, walnut bed.
489-2181.
16. Home Furnishings
FOR SALE gas stove,
refrigerator, oil heater,
small white • cabinet,
mattress and springs.
Call 753-2490.
FORMICA TOP table and








THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you
still havehave your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and sec




SINGER TOUCH and Sew
in like new condition.
Push button bobbin and so
forth. Sold new over $250.






GOOD USED tillers. See at
Murray Supply.
AMERICAN MADE
barbed wire. $29.50 per
roll. Murray, Supply Co.
JOHN DEERE A with
starter, 3-point hitch, new
paint, new front tires,
with 3 12" John Deere
plows. $1050. Call 436-2294.






VOR SALE: bicycle, man's
21" 10-speed. Browning
Grade I. Many extras
included Ridden 50 miles,






Ready to go. $600. Call
753-4586.
NEW BICYCLE for sale.
26" girls. Paid $72.50, will
take $45.00. Never been
ridden. Rt. 5, Box 580,
Lakeway Shores.
16' GLASS boat-tape deck-
ice chest-seats 6-100-h. p.-
tilt trailer. $1200. Call 489-
2716 after 5 p. m.
22. Musical
BALDWIN - PIANOS and


















with velvet lined hard
shell case, like new. Also
amplifier with two 15"
speakers. Will sell
separate or together. Call
753-1609 or after 6 p. m.










shampooers for rent at
Marimik Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.
27 Mobile Home Sales
NEW 1974, 2-bedroom 60 X
12' Atlantic. $4,495. Call




By Realtor Fred Barbour
Pordom and Thurman Real Estate
Tax Tip If You Sell For A Profit
Normally, taxpayers who
sell their home for a sub-
stantial profit face a heavy
tax load, but this burden can
lie avoided. If you buy
another home that costs as
much or more than the sales
price of the old one, within a
specified time, the profit
from the sale is not included
in your taxable income.
The second home must be
bought and occupied within
a- period ending 18 months
after the sale. (This is a new
change, previous time
period was one year). A 2-
year period is permitted
when building a new home.
This tax deferment applies
only to the sale of a home
which is the famiy's main
residence.
When figuring the amount
of gain for which tax may be
postponed you may deduct
for -fix-up" expenses if they
were accompfished within
90 days prior to the sale,
and paid for no later than 30
days after the sale. Check
with your accountant or the
IRS on details if this matter
affects you. It could be well
worth your while.
K there is anything we can
do to help ytiu in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM
THURMAN REM ESTATE.
407 Maple St., Murray




it dm Ferrel Woes Ininio, mak wort of lachuslitirg, Ky. 3 Worn
soot of use Mt. Raman Cborcli.
Will sell a house of nice furniture. Most of it
Mediterranean style. King size bedroom suit with
triple dresser. Bedroom suit with twin beds. Odd
dressers and chests. Nice living room suit with
large couch and love seat. Fancy coffee and end
tables. Bronze lamps, crushed velvet chair, record
player and lots of albums. Baby bed, fans and
heaters. Octagon dining table with 6 padded chairs.
Large glass door china cabinet. New Tappan elec-
tric stove. Cast iron heating stove. Coldspot
refrigerator with big freezer. Automatic washer.
Odd small refrigerator. Cooking utensils, china,
some glass. Hand, garden and carpenter tools, new
weed chopper, fence charger. Aceteline tanks,







FOR SALE or rent: Mobile
home on lake lot. Call 753-
9992 or 753-3191.
1974 MODEL 24 x 60.
Beautiful new double-
wide trailer. Never lived
in. Unfurnished. Need
$9000 equity. Take over
payments of $124 mon-
, thly. Can be seen anytime
on Rt. 6, Pottertown
Road, or call 753-4179






trailer. 12 x 50. Priced to
sell. Call 753-9952 'or 753-
3184.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes ( highway 94).
28. Heating 8 Cooling
AIR CONDITIONER Sale.








Roby Sales, Benton, Ky
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE home 10 x 42 nice.
located near university,






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855

















and air. Tucker Real
Estate,- 16th and Valen-
tine. Call 753-4342.






$30 per month. 202
Poplar Call 753-6173 or
753-4522.
FURNISHED APART-





ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric heat
and air conditioned, very





Available now til August
10. Call 753-1203 or 753-
1790.
MURRAY MANOR - All





















ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or








Pest Control, 100 S. 13th
Street.
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is leis than 0.000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the governAlilt will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
central air conditioning and





THREE - ROOM un-
furnished apartment. On
one side with elderly
woman. Must be elderly
couple, retired. Some
utilities furnished. $30.
Call 753-6173 or 753-4522.





South 16th St. 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT - three
bedrooms, two baths, den,
living room, large kit-
chen, carport, spacious
yard, convenient shop-
ping center within 2
blocks. Call 762-4288 days
or 753-2214 after 5 p. m.
'FOR SALE four Jersey
Heifers and one Angus
male. Call 753-3276.
VERY- NICE 1- tkidrniiiii7-
story and 1/2 frame house
on 12th Street. Full
basement. Call 753-0388
days or 753-2738 nights.
FIVE ROOM house, un-




at Backusburg, Ky. Adult
Couple. Call 489-2735.
FOUR BEDROOM house,





only. $150 per month.
Available June 1st. Call
753-2835 days, 753-2376




MODERN 7 room house,
electric heat, garage,
garden. 4 miles east on 94.
To right couple, no pets.
Call 753-9409,9 a m.-6p.
m.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE, all
carpeted, furnished or
unfurnished. Garden if
desired. East ot Alrno. 665
per month. Call 753-4418.
LARGE HOUSE, furnished
near University. Ideal for
3 or 4 college students.
Call 753-3493.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TRAILER SPACES,
Mobile Home Village,
now has 2 vacant spaces.
Near university, small
quiet court. Phone 753-
3895 or 753-3482.
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate, 100 x
200 ft. 630 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
753-4655.
37 livestock Supplies
FOR SALE 20 pigs. 8 weeks
old. Call 435-4462.
38. Pets Supplies
FOR SALE good eating and







Pet World, 121 Bypass.
Hours 10 a. m. . 7 p. m.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,








Call 753 4111 for your









June 7, eight a. m. to five
p. m., corner of North
Sixth and Chestnut. All
types of items.
THREE PARTY yard sale.
Coach Estates, A-6, 16th
Street. Follow signs.
Friday and Saturday, 8-5 YARD SALE Friday and
P. m. Saturday, June 6th and
7th. 1515 Kirkwood Drive.














day, 9 to 6 p. m. 1502 Oak
Drive. Wood crafts, toys,
plaques, calico creations,
treasures, dog house,
odds and ends, new and
old.
THREE PARTY sale, 803
N. 19th, Friday and
Saturday, -June 6 an4-7tb,--_,-
8 a. m to 6 p. m, drafts,




Saturday, June 7, 1604
Magnolia. Lots of odds
and ends, ladies clothes,
size 10-18. Boys clothes.
HOUSEHOLD SALE,
Friday and Saturday,




thru Friday, 8 a. m.-8 p.
m. Otto Chester, 112 mile
west of Lynn Grove on
Highway 94. Glass, china,





6th at 7 a. m. Spreads,













BY OWNER. 40 acres, 16
acres tillable, with 750 lb.
Burley base, 700' gravel
road frontage suitable for
house or trailer lot. Would
Make good cattle farm. 14
3ile.s1ruin „Murray
off Ledbetter Church
Road. Call David King,
753-8355 or 753-8356.
SIX ACRES more or less, located on US-641 North
just beyond the Murray city limits. Good location
for many types of businesses. Water and electricity
available.
ALMOST NEW 3-BEDROOM TRI-LEVEL HOME
overlooking Cypress Bay at Shamrock Resort.
House has wall to wall carpeting, air conditioning,
patio, 2 redwood decks, large lot. Floor plan con-
sists of a large living-family room with fireplace,
kitchen-dining room with built-in dishwasher, range
and refrigerator, utility room, 2 ceramic baths, lots
of closet space. Approximately 15 miles from
Murray.
20 ACRE FARM with a large 2-bedroom brick
(basement type) home. Has wall to wall carpeting,
central heat and air, large ceramic bath, kitchen
built-ins, garage-shop building, barn, good well,
perimeter and cross-fencing, spring fed creek water
for stock. Located at Almo Heights.
NEWLY REDECORATED INSIDE AND OUT...2-
bedroom frame house on 1/2 acre lot in Hazel. Has a
fireplace in the living room, basement with a fur-
nance, kitchen, sun porch, detached 2-car garage,
natural gas, city water and city sewers. Must see to
appreciate.
2-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME on three (3) lots in
Pine Bluff Shores. Completely furnished, including
air conditioner. Possession with deed.
IMMACUL4TE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at
2210 Gatesborough Circle. Has a foyer, living room
with dining ell, kitchen with dining area and built-in
appliances, family room with fireplace, large sun
porch totally enclosed with Jalousie windows, 2 full
baths, large walk-in closet, patio, good sized lot. Ex-
tras include central heat and air, wall to wall car-
peting, 2-car garage, draperies, dishwasher,
disposal, kitchen range.
3-ROOM COTTAGE (in fair shape) on a 1/2 acre
tract on US-641 approximately 3 miles North of
Murray. Has city water and natural gas line run-
ning through the property. Approximately 225 feet
frontage on US-641.
LARGE CONCRETE BLOCK GARAGE
BUILDING at the corner of 5th and Poplar Streets.
Has overhead electric doors on each side, large
capacity heating system on natural gas, new wiring
and new plumbing throughout, large glassed-in
show windows across the front. Owner will assist in
financing qualified buyer.
127 ACRE ROW CROP FARM located at the end of
North 16th Street extended. Has a large amount of
blacktop frontage on Coles Campground Road.
Gravel road runs along the north side of the proper-
ty. Approximately 75-80 acres in cultivation, fair 2-
bedroom frame home. Attractively wooded area
suitable for residence or development.
4-BEDROOM BRICK BI-LEVEL HOME in
Panorama Shores Subdivision. Has a living room,
kitchen, utility room, 3 bedrooms and bath on the
main level; one bedroom bath and family room on
the lower level. Central heating system, community
water supply, large shady lot within 1/2 blocks of
Ky. Lake. Available immediately. Adjoining lot for
sale for an additional $2,000.
FOR SALE OR RENT.. .3-bedroom frame home
(with aluminum siding) located at 208 Poplar
Street. Has been redecorated recently and is in
remarkably good condition.
19 ACRE FARM with a fair 2-bedroom frame house,
located 3 miles North of Murray on US-64I. Has a
good sized clean-up shop building with a concrete
floor, a!most 11 acres tendable. Natural gas and city
water available.
NEWLY RE-PAINTED 3-BEDROOM FRAME
(with asbestos shingles) located at 1804 College
Farm Road. Has a natural fireplace in the living
room, kitchen with dining area, good sized
bathroom, large utility room, 20' x 60' shop building
in the rear of the property.
JUST COMPLEP 3-ROOM LAKE AREA COT-
TAGE, only a short distance from Blood River Em-
bayment. Situated on a 50' x 100' corner lot. Full
price only $4,500.
50' x 80' STRATOSPAN METAL BUILDING on a
Commercially Zoned lot on Sunbury Circle, just off
South 4th Street extended. Has a large office area,
one completed bath and one additional bath
roughed-in, overhead doors in the front and rear,
large shop area.
WELL-KEPT 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in
Puryear Heights Subdivision. Situated on a 100' x
200' lot. Has a living room, kitchen-family room,
utility room, large ceramic bath, carport, patio. Ex-
tras include central heat and air and wall to wall
carpeting.
230 ACRE CATTLE FARM or ROW CROP FARM.
Located approximately 15 miles Southeast *of
Murray on Sulphur-Buffalo Road. Has ap-
proximately 70 acres tendable, good 2-bedroom log
house with a dry basement, several outbuildings,
some almost new fences. Priced at $225 per acre.
NEWLY PAINTED INSIDE AND OUT.. .2-bedroom
frame home with hardwood floors, natural gas heat,
80' x 175' corner lot. Located at the corner of Vine
and Woodlawn. Immediate possession.
2-BEDROOM "DOLL HOUSE". Has aluminum.
siding, living room with simulated fireplace, kit-
chen with built-ins, utility room, bath, attic storage,
125' x 135' corner lot, good well. Owner will assist in
financing qualified buyer.
4-APARTMENT RENTAL COMPLEX, located at
710 Poplar. Consists of 2 4-room apartments, one 3-
room apartment and one 7-room apartment. Ex-
cellent revenue producer. Owner lives out of the
county and is unable to manage the property
adequately.
40' x 63' ARMCO STEEL BUILDING consisting of 3
offices, lobby, 2 baths, 40' x 40' shop area. Has cen-
tral heat and air throughout, overhead electric shop
door, underground fuel tanks, good well and city
water, wall to wall carpeting in the offices and lob-
by. Situated on a 2-acre tract adjoining the South-
west Elementary School.
3-ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACrof land
located at North 16th Street and Hwy. 121 By-Pass.
Presently being landscaped. Excellent business
location, directly across the street from the Univer-
sity.
85 ACRE FARM, located 10 miles Southeast of
Murray on Ky. 280. Has approximately 45 acres ten-
dable land, balance in woods. Year around creek
bounds the property on the South side. Good woven
wire fence with steel posts on 2 sides of the property.
Priced at $22,500.
52 ACRE FARM, located 61/2 miles Southeast of
Murray at the intersection of Craig Road and
Collins Road. Approximately 30 acres tendable
Almost 1,000 ft. frontage on the blacktop road and
1,000 ft. frontage on a good gravel road.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM with 30 acres tendable.
located 15 miles Southwest in Henry County, Tn
Has a good perimeter fence and some cross-fencing,
year around creek for stock' water. Good wooded
building site on the blacktop frontage.
1411/2 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located 3 miles South-
west of Crossland, just across the state line in Henry
County, Tn. Has 100 acres open land with 85 acres
tendable. Priced at $38,000.
758' FRONTAGE ON HWY. 121, by 400' deep on
Johnny Robertson Road. Suitable for commercial
or development property. Will sell all or a portion.
21 ACRE TRACT ON OAKS ROAD, just South of the
Oaks Country Cluti. Has approximately 14 acres in
cultivation, the balance in woods.
23 UNIT MOTEL with owners living quarters.
Located at Aurora on a 5 acre tract. Has several
motel rooms and several kitchenettes. Has been
well maintained. 2 Swimming pools and one wading
pool, picnic area, room for expansion.
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th 8 Maple Streets Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young-753-4946 Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744
Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee

























THIS HOUSE qualifies for
tax credit: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick veneer with
central electric heat and
air, wall to wall carpet,
den, built-in range,
disposal, dishwasher on S
9th Street. Contact Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th or call 753-8080.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
twenty years ex- -
elusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
Rye Acres, mod located ea
blacktop jest (ROMP et Alarm
Tlie home sits alma" mom
trees. Livia' Iteom incleries
fireplace wit% hilt In
hosilishelves mid linfonmen
Maim area with chime calgoot.
Call to view Mis two Masan
prised in the 20's.
kairtifel bedding sites en this
six acre tract of woods - located
East of Murray • approximotely
100 foot of reed frog's's.
Live in Ihohartses Scheel District
- large bedrooms with
double closets tore hake -
fireplace iis bricks's* - U-shaped
hitch.. • outside stotaie
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Tobacco Plants•• •• •• •
Call 753-9259 after 5:00
Call 753-0889
•












626 Bk Drive, Berney Giggles Nom*, %gray, Ky. Weir sips from
oast Sy -ere.
Am offering good Westinghouse washer, dryer,
and air conditioner, living room suit, sliding glass
door, bookcase, dinette set, matching half beds
springs, and mattresses. Fans, heaters, pressure
cooker. Skillets, set of china, fishing tackle,
linoleums, few quilts, books, pictures, and
miscellaneous.
Not ntspeasIble for eccidests.















• Heavy 14" Diem. Tines
• Instant Power Reusrse
• Heavy-Duty Drive Belt
• Adjustable Tilling Width
Briggs & Stratton Engine
1999
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Ch•• fru, SfY••• qua-vak_ Ilton• 153 257
43. Real Estate
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3%-•
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.
Call for appointment. Call
753-4931.
44. Lots For Sale
FOR SALE 5 large
waterfront lots. Call 436-
2427.
SIX CHOICE lots in
Sherwood Forrest. 1
single lot, 2 lots together,
3 lots together. Call 753-
0388 days or 753-2738
nights.
20 BEAUTIFUL lake lots.
Small down payment,
small monthly payment.
All lots within 300-1200
feet of waters edge. All on
telephone cable and
power line cable. School
bus and mail route.
Variety of fine trees.
Dimensions 100' X 150',
arid 4000 miles deep. Call
436-2427.
SIX ACRES land, $3500.
Kenmore dryer, $75. Milk






water, all weather streets
and lake access. Any lot
may be purchased for $10
down and small monthly
payment. Phone 436-5320
or 436-2473.
45. Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
6. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM brick
ranch with attached
garage and fenced in
yard. Within walking
distance of shopping










bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, PI
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High




7 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
"THE YANKEE CONGRESSMEN ACT LIKE
VINES, SUT VOTE 70 A9M1T WOMEN -TO 1)-1E1R
MILITARY ACADEME 5.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. 753-9868 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. 753-4145.








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
22 ACRES AND home for
sale. 5 room house, living
and dining room, two
bedrooms, kitchen, bath
and utility rooms. Fully
carpeted-central heat-'.z
basement garage-tobacco
barn and tobacco base.
Call 658-3282.
VERY NICE 4 bedroom,
story and "2, frame house
on 12th Street. Full
Basement. 125 200' lot.
Call 753-0388 days or 753-
2738 nights.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
house, newly
redecorated. Just right
for that young couple's
first home. Priced low.
Call 753-3903.
THREE BEDROOM,





Mid twenties. Call 753-
51138.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick-one year
old. Living room, kitchen-
den, 1'2 baths, fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, double car
garage. One block from
Murray High School. 753-
2659 or 753-8012.
SIX ROOM brick house,
bath and garage, 2 large
bedrooms, one acre lot,
city water. Also good
well. Electric heat, air
conditioner, carpeted,
dish washer, fireplace
set. 41 mile west of city
limits, Highway 94.





jumbo saddle bags, faring
windshield, 1700 miles
Like new J D Garland
328-8398.
1972 CB 100 Honda. Ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
2366.
1972 YAMAHA 650. Good
condition. $800. Call 753-
9920.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET
Caprice, full power and
air. Air shocks and radial
tires. $2000. See at Ill
North 7th.
1971 VOLVO, 1800 ES
sports coupe. Immaculate
condition. Leather in-
terior, new semperit steel
radials, stereo tape deck,
AM-FM stereo radio,
Lucas driving ' and fog
lights, overdrive, 27-30
MPG highway driving.
32,000 miles. $3700, firm.
Serious inquiries only.
Call 753-4783.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1967 ELECTRA with air
and power. $150. May be





$250. Call after 5 p. m. 436-
2568.
FOR SALE 1971 Ford pick-
up. Nice. Call 436-5366.
1969 VW VAN, 7 passenger.
Extra clean, new engine,
steel belted radials. $1400
or best offer. Call 753-2636
after 5 p. m.
1956 CHEVY pick-up body.
Also chrome wheels. Call
435-4325.
FOUR 14" Rocket mags.
Chevy double- reverse. 2
G-60 Super mag tires, 25
feet 4" cast steel pipe, 200
foot 4" weld wire fence. 16
steel posts. 4 barrel intake
for 350 Chevy. Call 753-
E612 or 4374529.
1914 VEGA GT wagon. One
owner Air conditioned
Great as mileage. $2600.
Call 7534211,





1969 CHEVELLE SS 396. 4-
tweed, red, new [ran._
emission. Reasonable
price. Good condition.
Call Donny Elliot at 436-
2569 or 436-2266.
1974 GRAND AM. 20,000
miles, Factory tape and
tilt wheel, factory wheels
and radial tires. Extra
sharp Can be seen at Joe
Todd Motor Sales. Call
753-2814 before 5 p. m. or
437-4493 after 5 p. m.
1967 MUSTANG. Call after
5 p. rn 753-9244.
1953 CHF% ROLET pickup.
Body and motor good
condition. $275. Call 489-




power arid air. Call 753-
3172.
1965 BUICK Special. Fair
condition. $75. Call 489-
2488 or 489-2537 after 5 p.
1973 FORD F-350, factory
wrecker with 5 ton winch
and dollies, 17,000 actual
miles. Like new. Call
before 5 p. m. 442-5821.
1964 FORDvan. 6-cylinder.
Best reasonable offer.
Call 753-6347 or 753-2462.
1971 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-
door, 33,000 actual miles.
$1595 00. Call 753-4624




automatic with air, new
tires, brakes, and shocks.
45,000 actual miles, one
owner. $1500. 15'
'Runabout Owens boat,
with 85 Mercury 6-
cylinder motor with
trailer and top, $1050. call
753-0800
1973 MG convertible. Call
753-4707.






3°,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
50. Campers
FOR SALE school bus
camper. Call 753-1791
after 3:30 p. m.
SERVICE WORK








Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 12 mile east
















TER will do interior or





Complete lawn care at a
reasonable price. Check
it out at 436-2432 after 6
p.m.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-




and small engines, 436-
5525.
Carpet Master
Can now Steam Clew,
your Carpeting at Low
Discount Prices.






Call 767-2554 or 753-0126




efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roto tillers, hedge shears.
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies. jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc.













Clinic. Sponsored by the
Murray Tennis Center,
Inc. June 16-27, $1.00 per
hour. Call 753-9121 or 753-
0129.
WILL KEEP elderly lady




toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric.sewer machines,
-Repairing-of- waUr lines







free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump





storm windows and doors,






same as mill finish
windows for limited time.
Aluminum Service Co.,







Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
WILL DO bush hogging,
vacant lots clipped. Call
753-5737 or 753-5576.
WILL DO BABYSITTING


















Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
NEED YOUR lawn
mowed' Ask for Brett at
753-7853.
WANTED ELDERLY
ladies to room and board
with couple in their home,
who are nurses aids with
many years experience in
care of the elderly. For
information and
references write P. 0.








53. Feed And Seed
FOR SALE HOOD soybean
seed $700 per bushel
('all 498-8636
53 Feed And Seed
FOR SALE: Soybeans for
seed. York beans, clean














black and tan. Part
hound. Will make loyal
pets. Call 753-6392.
TWO KITTENS seven
weeks old. Phone 753-8960
or see at 1702 Magnolia.
-Vernon's inc..




9-9 Weekdays Shoe Repair Dept.
1-6 Sunday
Close Out!
































ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS: HOMES FOR
THE DREAMER ,
A large lot with space galore for outside play is just
one of the attractions for the house on the Irvan
Cobb Road. Brick veneer house with storni windows
and doors; three bedrooms; formal dining room;
Barn for extra storage. Lot is approximately 1'2
acres. All of this for only $32,500.00.
Love a charming setting? This is it! Four level, en-
tertainment home setting on lot with two hundred
feet of Kentucky Lake waterfront! Central heat and
air; deck and patio; carpeted; redwood exterior. A
real dream home at $47,500.00.
For the birds - and perfect for you, too, if you enjoy
wild life. New, eleven room house on ten acres of
land, approximately ten miles from Murray. Cen-
tral heat and air; full basement; large deck and
patio. You will be delighted as well as amazed at all
the extras. $51,800.00.
The answer to your dreams is this nine room house,
approximately three miles from Murray, on 130' x
350' lot. Formal dining room, seperate study or of-
fice; three bedrooms. Complete kitchen; fireplace;
two baths. $38,500.00.
Meal preparing is a breeze in this ultra-modern kit-
chen! House located at 1804 Sherri Lane features
nice family room with fireplace; three bedrooms
and two full baths. Wall-to-wall carpet; central heat
and air. Priced to sell at $38,500.00.
Screened patio lets sun and breeze in; keeps pest
out! Ideal for summer parties. Three bedrooms,
two full baths; nice family room with fireplace:
utility room with large storage closet and utility
sink. A real family home located at 808 South 17th
and priced at $43,500.00.
414 S. 12th Phone 753-1651
•





US 1-3 450-650 .... $38.5001.50 few 40 00
US 2-3 Inn-500 lbs $37 0048 00
— Boars 31 16.-l.400
LEDGER S. TIMES, Thursday, June 5, 1975
Wranglers Riding Club
Plans Ride On Friday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night at 7:30.
The club show has been rained
out for the past two weeks, but
weather permitting it will be
held this week. There will be 26
events for riders to participate.
The public is welcome to ride
with the Wranglers but onl)
members are eligible to win the
events. Membership dues are
$3.00 per person, per year and
can be paid at the club on
Friday night.
In case of rain‘persons should
contact the president of the
club, Pete Haywood, 753-5789 or
listen to the local radio station
for announcement of can-
cellation.
Food will be available in the
concession stand. The
-Wranglers 4ngCtb- is-




The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, located on
the New Concord Highway, will
have its Vacation Church School
June 9-13 with classes for ages
three through sixteen scheduled
from 9:30 to 11:30 a. m. each
day.
Study, discussion, activity,
and recreation are planned for
all groups, and all children of
the church and community are




Vacation Bible School will be
held at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church starting
Monday, June 9, and continuing
through Friday, June 13.
Classes for preschool, junior,
intermediates, and seniors will
be held each morning from nine
to twelve noon.
The public is invited to attend
the school, said Rev. Ronnie
Gordon, pastor.
STOCK MARKET
Pnceis ot stocka ot local inures at noon
today hirrushed to the Ledger & Mines by






























Pekes al Mock 01 local interest It noon,
EDT, today, fmnidied to the Ledger
Times by nest ot Michigan, Corp.. of
Mommy, are as lailiswir
U.S. Homes 6 -'s
Kaufman & Broad 7s8 unc
Ponderosa Systems 10'8 -%
Kimberly Clark 26% -4
Union Carbide 59'4 •1/4
W.R. Grace 27s8 -%
Texaco 2578 -1,8
General Elec. 461.2
GAF Corp. 1114 -12
Georgia Pacific 4512 -1,8
Pfizer 33 -12
Jim Walters 42 -118
Kirsch 13'4 -14
Disney 49 -14
Franklin Mint 2758 .7m
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.0,
no change. Below dam 303.9, up
0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1,
up 0.1. Below dam 308.9, up 0.8.
Sunset 8:12. Sunrise 5:37.
Moon sets 2:54 p. m., rises
Thursday 3:44 a. m.












Bruce Adams of Lynn Grove
idied suddenly this morning at
3:30 at his home. He was 76
years of age and a retired
farmer.
The deceased was a member
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Born January 28, 1898,
in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late M. Adams and
Ida Williams Adams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evie Stewart Adams, to whom
he had been married for over
sixty years; three daughters,
" -James- Ratbre- 1
Witherspoon. 301 South Sixth
Street, Mrs. Herbert
Christine) Key, Holiday Drive,
and Mrs Elmo Louise ) Bid-
well, 302 South Sixth Street;
two sons. Thomas and Billy
Gene Adams, both of Lynn
Grove.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. John Miles, Hazel Route
Two; three brothers, Genie
Adams, Haze: Route Two, Carl
Adams, Mayfa..1d. and Bernie
Adams, Murray Route Four;
eleven grandchildren. Tommy,
Todd, Mark, and Randy Adams,
Joe Pat Witherspoon, Jerry and
Reggie Key, Mrs. Mary Jane
Howard, Mrs. Phyllis Wrye,
Miss Linda Bidwell, and Miss
Donna Adams; six great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and Rev. Virgil
Blankenship officiating and the
Grace Baptist Church Choir
providing the music.
Pallbearers will be the seven
grandsons, along with Ricky
and Donald Stewart, nephews.
Burial will be in the Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The East Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will have a work
day Saturday, June 7, at East
Calloway Elementary School to
prepare the ball field for the
summer program.
All interested parents and any
others are asked to meet at the
school at about 8:15 to work.
Those who can are asked to
bring trucks and meet at Seven
Seas Restaurant at 7 : 30 a. m. to
haul dirt to the school.
Oak Grove Church
Plans Bible School
The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will have
its annual Vacation Church
School starting Monday, June 9,
and continuing through Friday,
June 13.
Classes for ages two through
fifteen will be held from nine to
11:30 a. m. each morning, ac-




Federal State Market News Service June
5. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1103 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts Full) 50 higher Sows Steady to .50
lower most decline on cuts over 450
US 1 2 MO-Z10 lbs $47.50-47 75 few 48 on
us 11 200-24111bs
US 2-4 240-21,0 ibs
US 3-4 2601-280 lbs 
Sows
US -2 270-350 lbs 





WITH THIS COUPON I
I AT Astro Car Wash I
1102 Chestnut
t Coupon Good thru June 21
'411 NM VALUABLE COUPON 111.
Murray and Calloway County High students will be competing in a State-Wide Kentucky
Youth Seminar on June 16-18. The students are Randell Winchester, Ginger Gilliam, Cheryl
Burkeen, and Paula Simpson. These youths won in County Competition with top senior studen-
ts in their classes. They will be involved in a Purchase Area Youth Seminar on June 10 in
preparation for State Competition.
At State Competition, they will be competing for cash awards and college scholarships, plus
an expense paid trip to the National Institute of Co-operation held at Michigan State University
in early August. Local businesses sponsored the delegates to Lexington. The group will be un-
der the leadership of Fred Gillum, County 4-H Agent, and organizer of the Purchase Area
Seminar.
The Purchase Area Seminar will be held in Roy Stewart Stadium and youth from Graves, Mar-
shall, Calloway, and McCracken Counties will be involved. Dr. R. B. Barton of the Dept. of
Management at Murray State University and Bob LaPosa of Fisher-Price will be on the program.
State Police Say Criticism
Of Plumbing Division Justified
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — A
state police investigation has
found no illegal acts by present
state Plumbing Division em-
ployes but has shown criticism
of the division was justified, a
high official has said.
John S. Hoffman, secretary
for natural resources and envi-
ronmental protection, gave a
report to that effect Wednesday
to the interim legislative Corn-
_mittee on Labor and Industry.
Hoffman said some criticisms
which led to the investigation
"undoubtedly are justified"
while some was unsubstan-
tiated and still others were un-
true. The investigation substan-
tiated misconduct by two em-
ployes who were fired, he said.
Fired in April were Joseph
Abell-,.-Kenton -County, .and Jo-
seph Barker, Louisville, who
were named in allegations of ir-
regular enforcement of the
state plumbing code in North-
ern Kentucky. Abell, a plumb-
ing inspector, was indicted
Tuesday for allegedly accepting
a $50 bribe in 1970 to not re-
quire compliance with the
plumbing code.
The investigation was under-
taken after two interim legisla-
tive committees, upon the urg-
ing of Rep. William Donnerme-
yer, D-Bellevue, began sepa-
rate probes. The matter ulti-
mately was assigned to the La-
bor and Industry Committee to
pursue.
The charges involved favor-
itism allegedly shown some
Northern Kentucky plumbing
contractors who did not have
their work inspected as re-
quired by law.
Hoffman told the committee
Wednesday: "The incidents
which gave rise to these in-
vestigtions in the first instance
are indefensible.
But, in the final analysis,
we believe that the deficiencies
which we have found can be
corrected and that the things
that we have learned from our
investigation can serve to teach
me and all of the members of
our department better methods
of administration of the entire
department," Hoffman said.
Hoffman took over the depart-
ment earlier this year.
State Sen. Tom Ward, D-Ver-
sailles, said Hoffman's report
"added up to a strong in-
dictment" of Plumbing Division
Director Eugene Perkins, who
Ward aid "has done a very un-
satisfactory job."
In response to a question by
Ward, Hoffman said he did not
intend at this time to fire Per-
kins although he did not rule
out that he might later. Perkins
has been plumbing director for




Hoffman said. "I think they
can be solved. If they can't be
solved with the present person-
nel, obviously we'll have to get
others."
Hoffman turned over to the
committee chairman, Rep. Tom
Burch, fl-Louisville, raw data
from the State Police investiga-
tion and depositions of question-
ing of Perkins. He said Perkins
answered in the depositions
many of the charges brought
against him at previous legisla-
tive committee meetings.
Hoffman said the state police
data should not be disclosed
publicly because of the pending'-
legal action.
Hoffman said a departmental
investigation found a plumbing
"school" had been operated by
a department employe who also
had a role in the testing proce-
dure for licensing new plumb-
ers. News stories have said
such a school was in Northern
Kentucky.
Departmental attorney Perry
White said such a school is con-
trary to existing department
procedure but is not illegal. He
also said he could find no more
than a possibility that the em-
ploye involved violated the
state law against conflict of in-
terest.
He said the school tutored in-
dividuals about the state
plumbing code but did not
promise that anyone enrolling
in it would pass the state
plumbing exam, as some have
charged.
At Burch's request, Hoffman
said he would check out a com-
plaint by John B. English, a
plumbing contractor, that nei-
ther he nor eight of his employ-
es could get a plumbing license
under a grandfather clause just
because of who English was.
He did not elaborate.
Burch said he would read the
material given him by Hoffman





Democrats Talking Of More
Modest Jobs Legislation Now
WASHINGTON AP; -
Democrats who lost their at-
tempt to override President
Ford's veto of a jobs bill are
talking of more modest legisla-
tion and of how right they were
in not labeling the present Con-
gress veto-proof.
The Democratic House ma-
jority failed by five votes
Wednesday to override the veto
of a $5.3-billion bill designed to
provide 900,000 publicly fi-
nanced jobs for the unem-
ployed. The vote was 277 to
145; a two-thirds majority was
needed to override.
-̀ ---A--group of Republicans-- hag
introduced a $2.3-billion bill,
some $265 million above Ford's
recommendations, but said they
thought it would be acceptable
to the White House. Majority
Leader Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
D-Mass., and other Democrats
said they expect other substi-
tute legislation to be in-
troduced. There was some talk
of trying to attach it to a bill,
The Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will hold its
annual homecoming on Sunday,
June 8, with Sunday School at
ten a. m. and preaching at
eleven a. m.
A basket dinner will be served
at noon and gospel singing will
be held in the afternoon with all
singers and listeners invited, a
church spokesman said.
Donations for the cemetery
will be taken on Sunday.
BLUE LAGOON
IS LARGE AND DEEP
PORT ANTONIO, Jamaica
(AP) — Active water sports
fans will like the Blue Lagoon
in Port Antonio. The Blue La-
goon is a large deep hole I as
deep as 180 feet in certain
spots) where mineral water
mixes with the Caribbean.
Growing Number Of Pot Planes
Failing To Complete Missions
MIAMI AP) — Every day
about 150 a'trplanes laden with
marijuana cross the borders of
the United States, and federal
officials say a growing number
of them aren't completing their
illicit missions.
"The pilots come a dime-a-
dozen. Whether they can fly is
immaterial," Jacques Kiere, di-
rector of a federal drug en-
forcement intelligence agency,
said Wednesday.
Mere said his agency, the El
Paso Texas) Intelligence Cen-
ter, knows of 49 crashes since
.Jan. 1 involving planes smuggl-
ing marijuana into this country.
While many of those crashes
occurred in other countries, all
involved planes connected with
marijuana traffic in the United
States, he said.
Officials attribute the number
of failed missions to the greed
and inexperience of smugglers.-
and enforcement efforts of local
and federal officers,
The smugglers tend to over-
load their planes, and the pilots
often land on undeveloped
strips and pieces of road,"
Kiere said.
David Costa, deputy regional
director of the Federal Drug
Enforcement Agency in Miami,
said a major operation by
Jamaican and American agents
last year dealt a severe blow to
the Jamaican marijuana in-
dustry.
The mission, dubbed Oper-
ation Buccaneer, ended with
the confiscation of 730.000
pounds of marijuana and 8.083
pounds of marijuana seeds,
Costa said.
As a result, smugglers began
concentrating on the Colombian
and Mexican brands.
To carry the marijuana that
far, smugglers needed long-
range, large-payload, depend-
able machines. Enter the Worlt.
War II B25, Lockheed Lode-star
and Constellation airplanes.
"The bombers can carry
I the bomb bays, which are
doubly effective because if the
pilot suspects he is being fol-
lowed he can dump the stuff
before we catch up or just pass
low over trucks or whatever
and make the deliVery without
even landing," Kiere said.
For people seeking to make a
lot of money quick, marijuana
smuggling offers large rewards
at comparatively little risk.
Pot retails on the street for
about $300 a pound, depending
on quality and location. It can
be bought in large quantities
for $8410 a pound in Colombia
If 150 planes cross the bor-
ders each day, that means
about 52,500 flights a year.
Last year, only about 1,700
persons were arrested for traf-
ficking in marijuana, said Ted
Swift, a spokesman for the
DEA in Miami.
In the Southeast and Carib-
bean area, about 35,500 pounds
of marijuana — the equivalent
of 20 planeloads — were con-
fiscated last year. Swift said
the region accounts for most of
the drug confiscations.
like one to extend U.S.Treasury
borrowing power, that would be
hard to veto.
Democratic leaders, who had
made the vetoed bill a symbol
of their quarrel with Ford's
economic policies, did not hide
their disappointment at the out-
come.
"Unfortunate and dis-
appointing," Speaker Carl Al-
bert called it. He predicted Re-
publicans would be hurt as a
result of the veto, "but more




Republican minority of the
House denied 900,000 people the
opportunity of employment. It
is a sad day for America."
"It continues the veto tyran-
ny he (Ford) has over the
House," commented Rep. John
J. McFall of (4.;i1ifornia, the
Democratic whip.
The AFL-CIO set out to elect
a veto-proof Congress in 1974
and some Democrats cam-
paigned in 1974 for a party ma-
jority big enough to override
the vetoes then-President Rich-
ard M. Nixon was exercising.
However, no party leaders
claimed after the election that
a veto-proof Congress had been
achieved.
Republicans, including Ford,
have used the phrase to needle
and sometimes to blame the
Democratic-controlled Con-
gress.
Until a death reduced their
ranks by one, Democrats had
exactly a two-to-one advantage
_ in ,the House — 290 to 145. But
since party ranks, especially
those of the Democrats, are
rarely absolutely solid, this was
not considered to constitute a
veto-proof House. The Senate,
divided 61 to 38 with one seat
still in dispute, had not even a
imathematical two-thirds advan-
tage for the Democrats.
An override vote on a strip
mining bill is tentatively sched-
uled in the House next week.
Three Congressmen Cited For
Violation Of Free Mail Cases
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
commission that polices use of
free- mail by House members
has cited three congressmen
for violations during the first
year and a half of operation, its
files show.
The same commission of con-
gressmen ruled in favor of fel-
low House members in the 15
other cases where formal com-
plaints were filed.
It endorsed use of free mail
to congratulate newly regis-
tered voters, to send pre-erec-
tion letters to teachers boasting
of the sender's record on aid to
his area's schools, and to send
questionnaires seeking, among
other things, the recipient's
party affiliation.
The House is refusing to com-
ply with subpoenas for the pan-
el's files in a civil lawsuit. But
commission chairman Morris
K. Udall, D-Ariz., allowed a
newsman to inspect the files
and said they are public.
The House panel, called the
Commission on Congressional
Mailing Standards, issues opin-
ions that are nonbinding but
generally followed. Since it was
set up in December 1973, the
commission has cited three
congressmen for improper use
of their free-mail right, called
the franking privilege:
—John Hunt of New Jersey
improperly franked more than
70,000 self-congratulatory news-
letters to his constituents at
taxpayer expense. The news-
letters praised Hunt as a "John
Wayne American." He re-
funded $7,083.62 to the U.S.
Treasury by personal check.
—William Scherle of Iowa im-
properly franked 103 note cards
bearing a too-large color photo-
graph of himself. He refunded
$10.30.
—Earl Landgrebe of Indiana
was cited for improperly frank-
ing 126 news releases about a
weekend campaign trip. He re-
funded $12.60.
Hunt, Scherle and Landgrebe,
all Republicans, were defeated
during last November's Demo-
cratic landslide.
In other cases the commis-
sion dismissed formal com-
plaints after a review. These
included:
s. —Rep. Gilbert Gude, R-Md.,
was upheld in his taxpayer-fi-
nanced mailing of form letters
congratulating persons who had
just registered to vote and of-
Methodist. • •
fering themn his services as a
congressman.
—Rep. Sam Young, R-Ill.,
was upheld in franking a mass-
mailed questionnaire that in-
cluded an item asking the
recipient's political affiliation.
—Rep. Gene Taylor, R-Mo.,
was upheld in his franking of a
form letter to teachers two
months before the election,
praising his support for federal
aid to his district's schools and
educational television.
(Continued from Page 1)
while, is moving to Trinity from
Bardwell Church, replacing Mr.
Stubbs.
The Rev. Jerry Bell is moving
from the Symsonia Church to
Bardwell, while the Rev. J. D.
Featherstone is moving to
Symsonia from Decaturville,
Tenn.
Meanwhile, the Rev. Glenn
Cope is coming to McKendree
Church in Graves County,
which had been combined with
Symsonia as a two-church
charge under Mr. Bell's
pastorship.
The Rev. Dossie F. Wheatley
is moving from Mayfield
Calvary-Trinity charge to the
Newbern, Tenn. First Church
extended ministry, while the
Rev. R. A. Bivens is moving t,o
the. Mayfield charge fror31._
Greenland-Davant in MempFg.
The Rev. Stan Weldon has
been assigned to Pleasant
Grove Church, replacing the
Rev. G. E. Clayton.
PARIS DISTRICT
The Rev. HaWe B. Cook has
been assigned to a new charge,
the Wingo-Lynnville-Poyner's
Chapel parish in Graves
County.
The Rev. Gary Mohler has
been assigned to the Coldwater
Circuit.
The Rev. Paul Peck and his
wife, the Rev. Ora Belle Peck,
have been assigned to a new
charge, the Fulton Area Team
Ministry.
Meanwhile, the Rev. Glenn
Byars has been assigned to the
Calvary - Bethesda - Lebanon
Charge at Paris which was
served by Mrs. Peck, and the
Rev. Paul Griffin has been
assigned to replace Mr. Peck on
the Cottage Grove Circuit,
The Rev. Julian Welch is
moving from the Martin Circuit
is moving from the Martin
Circuit to the Puryear-
Buchanan Charge, and the Rev.
Tom I. Martin, returning from
Methodist Theology School in
Ohio has been assigned to the
Hazel-Mason's Chapel Charge.
DYERSBURG DISTRicr
The Rev. Glenn Puckett has
been assigned to the West Hick-
man Extended Ministry.
The Rev. Laurance Russ, who
is transferring from the South
Georgia Conference, has been
assigned as coordinator of the
Reelfoot Ministry and pastor of
the Elbridge-Zion-Mooring
Charge.
CASH & CARRY SALE!
Chain-Link
Fencing
42 IN. 111/2 Ga. 11/4 ' Mesh $24.90 per 50' Roll
48 IN. 111/2 W. 21/4' Mesh $28.50 per 50' Roll
60 IN. 111/7 Ga. 21/4" Mesh $39.59 per 50' Roll
12 IN. 111/2 Ga. 21/4" Mesh $45.98 per SO' Roll
LOW! LOW! Prices On MI Posts, Toprail, Fittings,
Dog Kennels, Farm Gates and Black Pipe.
"LIMITED TO MATERIAL IN STOCK"
AAA FENCE SUPPLY
Highway 60 West Paducah, Ky. Phone 444-6865
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